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Abstract 

Logic and emotion are often seen as antithetical. In most people’s minds, the 

former connects to the scientific, the mathematical, the intellectual, the objective, and the 

tangible, while the latter relates to the artistic, the ethical, the subjective, the spiritual, and 

the intangible. In my process journal, I use my original full-length play, The Intersection 

of The Head and The Heart, as a means to explore these human qualities’ roles in 

arguably theatre’s foremost topic of examination: the shared human experience. This 

ultimately examines whether or not an effective intersection between the two even exists. 

A detailed breakdown and analysis of the play, as well as commentary on my sources of 

inspiration, techniques, and overall process from writing to performance, demonstrates 

how the intersection can be examined, both during the process and in the finished 

product. Finally, I conclude with my personal, academic, and artistic growth over the 

years. Particular consideration is given to how this is all a greater reflection of my own 

life experiences. 
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Summary of The Play in Question: 

The Intersection of The Head and The Heart, the original play being examined, takes 

place on a Mars research station. At the beginning, this isn’t immediately obvious, and 

although the location then becomes established, this ambiguity sets the stage for the 

events to follow. A discovery has been made: one of the few plant samples from the red 

planet has been shown to potentially be a miraculous cure if synthesized correctly. One of 

the scientists here, Hayley, appears on the surface to be wanting to approach this in an 

altruistic way. Another, more senior scientist, Farrah, wants to capitalize on the discovery 

for her own gain. Finally, the station maintenance worker, Derek, just wants something to 

save his best friend: his dog, Ranger, whom he was able to bring aboard the station. 

Along the way, all three of these characters butt up against their consciences in the form 

of the loved ones they left behind: Keegan, Hayley’s brother; Corinne, Farrah’s wife; 

Ranger personified, who holds more to what Derek left behind than he would care to 

admit. Keegan tries to bring Hayley back to reality as she escapes into old memories and 

defends her inaction by saying it’s not ethical, Corinne tries to remind Farrah of the 

selfless, non-capitalistic scientist she once was, and Ranger tries to help Derek literally 

and figuratively let go of the leash he has on him. As Ranger’s condition worsens, 

everyone is made to make a choice about the miraculous plant in question, Viridi Spem, 

and Hayley ends up on the wrong side due to Derek’s blind love for his dog and Farrah’s 

blind ambition. All communications are now down, and Hayley makes a stand to not do 

anything, to not help Farrah “achieve greatness”, even if she fractures her relationship 

with Derek in the process. Derek, thinking that Farrah is the only one in his side, gives 

her the control to keep Hayley from interfering by locking her room. The finale of Act I 

sees Keegan convince Hayley to stop this, subtly reminding her of something that 

happened with their dog, Russ. However, it is too late, as whatever part of this 

synthesized plant Farrah has injected into Ranger has turned him into a mutant monster, 

causing her and Derek to flee the lab and Derek to free Hayley in the hopes she can help 

them. 

 

At the top of Act II, everyone is trying to figure out how to handle Ranger’s sudden 

transformation. Farrah is eventually pushed to reveal she wants to take him out by any 

means necessary, especially so they can do an autopsy to figure out what went wrong in 

the first place. Derek wants someone to figure out a way to seclude his dog and get him 

back to normal, and Hayley, upon seeing the commotion after being freed from her room, 

just wants to get to safety. Derek thinks that he and Hayley actually have similar ideas as 

to how to handle this situation, and so throws her his phone so she can have control over 

some parts of the station. Farrah cannot counter this, since, in the confusion, she left her 

phone in the lab. Therefore, when Hayley openly disobeys Farrah, who’s been her mentor 

since before they even came up to Mars, a shift in power dynamics occurs, and suddenly 

everyone’s looking to Hayley to fulfill their own objectives. Playing into what she 

thought were similarities between her relationship with her brother and Farrah’s 

relationship with Corinne, Hayley convinces Farrah to follow her when Ranger breaks 

down the door. Derek, on the other hand, is forced to reckon with what his best friend has 

become, and it is revealed that he does have someone who cares about him back on Earth, 

a woman named Amber. Derek refuses to believe this and runs away. The three are then 
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stuck in the VR (Virtual Reality) Room, the central nervous system of the station. It is 

through the comically literal and logical nature of this computer system that they all are 

made to confront what really happened between them and their loved ones, especially 

Hayley’s true reason behind her altruism. Derek is made to confront the fact that Amber 

truly loves him and is different than other people he’s known in his life when the others 

confront him about a voicemail from her that the computer pulls up. Farrah is made to 

confront the fact that her blind ambition destroyed her marriage with Corinne, leading her 

wife to move on with her life on her own. Hayley is then made to reckon with the fact 

that despite trying to rationalize or defend her actions as “ethical” or “right”, she is just 

someone who always runs away and can’t confront challenges head on. This is then 

compounded by the revelation that three days ago, her mother left a voicemail saying that 

Keegan had passed away. The two didn’t part on amicable terms, and so she destroyed 

everything. This then feeds into the revelation that Ranger turning into a monster was just 

a collective hallucination of the crew, just as seeing all of their loved ones was a 

collective hallucination. He had actually died the minute Farrah injected him with Viridi 

Spem. After having a breakthrough transmission from Johnson Space Center back on 

Earth, crew decides it’s time to head back to Earth. They make peace with their 

respective situations, especially Hayley, who finally comes to terms with the fact that she 

can’t run away from her past. Keegan was “coming back” to her in hallucinations and 

memories to tell her she couldn’t have peace the way that she wanted to, and through 

these memories, he finally gets through. In the end, instead of acting for their own self-

interests, the crew acts together to get back in contact with NASA and get back to Earth. 
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The Writer’s Process 
 

As I met with Bill, I took extensive notes from the feedback he gave me in order to go 

back and do meaningful revisions of my work, as well as go ahead and write new 

material. Scans of some of these notes can be found in Appendix A of this journal. The 

following is other information I feel is important to understanding the writer’s process. 

Primary Sources of Inspiration: 

In the Theatre and Speech Communication Department’s Play Selection Committee, one 

of the questions that we ask ourselves as we’re putting a play forth for consideration is 

“why this play, and why now?”. If someone were to approach my play with that question 

in mind, I feel they could come up with a myriad of different, valid answers, but for those 

who would like to know, there were three things in particular that made me inspired: 

• The COVID-19 Pandemic. This might be a more obvious one to some people, but 

I was particularly drawn to the varying arguments regarding the ethical reasoning 

and/or implications of either premature or delayed timelines for the production 

and distribution of the various vaccines. I was also drawn to wanting to hang on to 

the idea of hope in these times. The plant to be synthesized in this play, Viridi 

Spem, got its name through my plugging in random words in the English to Latin 

page of Google Translate until I landed on something I liked, as well as looking at 

Latin and scientific name websites indiscriminately. It roughly translates to 

“Green Hope”. Additionally, through writing and consultation with my advisor, 

Bill, it became clear to me that the pandemic also inspired me to write a play 

about loneliness, especially due to lockdown and how that may have exacerbated 

the sense of loneliness people may have already felt pre-pandemic. 
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• The NASA/SpaceX Partnership. Particularly the initial launches and 

developments being made around April/May 2020. It made me think about the 

insensitivity of doing this during a pandemic, as well as whether or not the right 

people (ethically, and whether or not they were actually enthusiastic about space) 

were going to be selected to go into space and, eventually, Mars. I’ve always 

loved space and NASA, particularly how it could potentially hold the answers to a 

lot of humanity’s questions, and I guess this question stemmed from jealousy I 

had. It was at that moment that I knew I had to write something about Mars that 

was actually set on Mars. Elon Musk would become the inspiration for an unseen 

person back on Earth, Luna Johansson, who was driving the motivation behind at 

least one of the characters, and SpaceX would become the fictional GalaxyZ. 

• The Qualities of Logic and Emotion. Now, this particular part didn’t come to me 

until I started the Honors Seminar I course and began my got onto a draft of my 

writing that more resembles the finished product, but I believe it was always there 

with me subconsciously. More information on this will be explained in my 

miniature autobiography in the next section. For the purposes of this journal, I am 

defining logic and emotion as follows: 

o Logic: I see logic as a human quality that encompasses anything related to 

the scientific, the mathematical, the intellectual, the objective, and the 

tangible. Can usually be quantified or explained in purely binary terms. 

Usually related to careers some adult in a person’s life has probably told 

them to pursue or has been heavily promoted by capitalism, such as 

anything related to the hard sciences, business, or finance. 
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▪ Definition from Merriam-Webster: a science that deals with the 

principles and criteria of validity of inference and 

demonstration: the science of the formal principles of reasoning 

(“Logic Definition & Meaning.”) 

▪ Cambridge Dictionary: “a particular way 

of thinking, especially one that is reasonable and based on 

good judgment” and “actions that a computer performs, such 

as comparing and matching, that involve simple yes or 

no choices, rather than more complicated mathematics” (“Logic.”) 

o Emotion: I see emotion as a human quality more associated with the 

artistic, the ethical, the subjective, the spiritual, and the intangible. Seen as 

qualitative, sometimes irrational. 

▪ From Oxford Languages for Google: “a natural instinctive state of 

mind deriving from one's circumstances, mood, or relationships 

with others” and “instinctive or intuitive feeling as distinguished 

from reasoning or knowledge.” (“Emotion Definition.”) 

Secondary Sources of Inspiration: 

Theatre doesn’t exist in a vacuum, and neither do the themes and ideas I wanted to 

explore. This section will explain some other sources I drew from for inspiration. For 

visual inspiration, please consult Appendix B at the end of this journal. 

• The theatre that came before me: 

o As stated by Gerhard Hauck, “artists have always followed a vast variety 

of motives—political, social, aesthetic, personal—of which the 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inference
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/particular
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/thinking
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/especially
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/reasonable
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/based
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/judgment
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/action
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/computer
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/perform
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/compare
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/matching
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/involve
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/simple
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/choice
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/rather
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/complicated
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/mathematics
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advancement of knowledge and the pursuit of truth may or may not be 

one” (38). With that in mind, I know that my play is not unique and may 

or may not be consciously or unconsciously inspired by all of the plays 

I’ve read over the past four years. An example of a play that more overtly 

inspired me after I started conceptualizing this process journal was Tom 

Stoppard’s Arcadia. I see the play as juxtaposing the irrationality of love 

with scientific logic of theories on heat transfer to build “scientific 

principles into the dramatic structure” (Innes 22). Originally, I thought that 

my play was going to also follow a similar set-up, but then it became clear 

that this was bogging down my ability to include humanity and have my 

actors stay on their goals and objectives for any given scene, particularly 

at the beginning stages of my writing this play. I was too focused on the 

scientific elements and was keeping all of the action and lines of the 

scientist characters to a strict logic that I neglected what is regarded in 

directing to be the “heartbeat” of the play. To understand more why 

bringing science into a play meant so much to me, refer to my 

“biographical analysis of myself” section. 

o Looking at this play in a more generalized way, I always knew I wanted to 

do something different with it, or at least something relatively different to 

what’s been done before. As I was doing research as I conceptualized this 

project, I found myself attracted to this section of a quote by Vicky 

Featherstone, the artistic director of London’s Royal Court Theatre: 

“‘people have become more interested in using science fiction to imagine 
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a different future’” (Farnell 122). With this quote in mind, I saw what 

would set my play apart from most: the fact it takes place on a Mars 

research station. I then figured out that the play and this journal could be 

centered around this idea: that the alienation effect created through this 

setting coupled with female researchers as the main characters will make a 

potential audience think about isolation, success, and duty while feeling a 

sense of loneliness, ambition, and sympathy. 

• Science Fiction Film/Television: 

o Another secondary source of inspiration for me that cannot be ignored is 

science fiction film and television. This can be categorized either as a 

conscious or unconscious inspiration for me, as I was actively aware of 

some of these shows and films as I was writing and consulting with my 

advisor, while other times I felt certain ideas just came naturally as a result 

of being raised on this content. Anything from what I call the “three 

‘stars’”—Star Trek, Star Wars, and Stargate—to shows like The Twilight 

Zone and Doctor Who and movies like 2001: A Space Odyssey and even 

classic B movies such as The Blob could often be playing on my family’s 

living room tv when I was growing up. Because of this, when Bill made 

certain suggestions to me, such as the inclusion of a VR room similar to 

the holodeck often seen in Star Trek: The Next Generation, I readily ran 

with the ideas. 

How I Wrote This Play: 
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When first setting off to conceptualize this process journal, I knew I had to include a 

section of self-analysis of both my play and myself. It would be the best way to reflect 

everything I had learned over the past four years and see how I can apply what I’ve 

learned into my professional career. As stated in Backwards and Forwards: A Technical 

Manual for Reading Plays, a staple for anyone in the Script Analysis course, “Analyzing 

the script is a lot of work—at least as much work as whatever else you do in the theater. 

But if you have the technique and diligence to read scripts properly, your market value 

will have a competitive chance”, before elaborating that as “a playwright, you might 

discover how to make a script for an audience beyond your English class” (Ball 4). While 

this process journal will not go through the entire script analysis process for purposes of 

not totally influencing anyone who could potentially produce this play in the future, I 

hope that the following information will give more clarity for anyone who is either 

reading (or even potentially producing) this play, especially anyone who wants more 

insight into the analysis and work that goes into writing or putting on a play. 

• Biographical Analysis of Myself: In the Script Analysis and Playwriting classes 

taught by my advisor, Bill, students of all theatre concentrations become familiar 

with this phrase: “Playwrights write what they know”. I see myself as no 

exception. Here are some things I feel anyone analyzing this play should know 

about me in order to better understand this play: 

o Basic Info About Me: I was born in 2000 and was raised in the town of 

Pelham, New Hampshire (about an hour’s drive northwest of Salem, 

Massachusetts and right on the New Hampshire/Massachusetts border). 

Jobs I’ve worked include being an usher and haunted house actor at 
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Canobie Lake Park in Salem, NH and a bear builder at the Build-A-Bear 

Workshop in my local mall. 

o My Cultural Background: I am French-Canadian on my mother’s side, and 

I am German and Polish on my father’s side, with my paternal 

grandmother being the family member who immigrated to the United 

States from Poland. 

o My Parents: My parents both have scientific backgrounds, having worked 

in different capacities in the pharmaceutical industry. My father, born and 

raised in West Springfield, Massachusetts, is an engineer, with extensive 

experience related to heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) 

systems and facilities management. He’s also been the one who’s shown 

me a lot of practical skills, such as basic carpentry, plumbing, and car 

maintenance. My mother, born and raised in Lowell, Massachusetts, used 

to be a chemist, and she specialized in custom synthesis work, which is 

making compounds utilizing radio isotopes for specific applications in 

pharmaceutical development. It was because of her that I saw my science 

classes, particularly chemistry and biology, as something cool and relevant 

to my life instead of another class I had to get through. Both of my parents 

always fostered the idea that they would be proud of me no matter what I 

pursued, as long as what I was doing made me happy. I only acknowledge 

this because I recognize how rare this kind of support is for many 

individuals going into the arts. For the longest time, my parents would act 

as my shield against many different forms of negativity relating to this. 
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Certain assumptions were always made about me because of my early 

academic success, as well as the fact that my parents came from scientific 

backgrounds. My parents offered and often encouraged an alternative to 

the phrases such as “artists can’t be academics” and “science and business 

are better fields to pursue”.  

o My Experience with Various Interpersonal Relationships Over The Years: 

For what feels like forever, I’ve had a hard time figuring out what 

constitutes a good, non-toxic interpersonal relationship, particularly when 

it comes to people my own age. A lot of these feelings stem from the 

bullying I experienced in elementary and middle school. For example, 

during that time, I was always seen as a “Walking Encyclopedia” or 

“Walking Dictionary”, and the things I did and did not know made me 

often feel like an alien, which was only compounded by a fear of being 

behind others in terms of knowledge or skill in various practical or 

academic skills. Tying back to my Star Trek references from earlier, I 

often identified with Spock or Data. I believe having all of this book 

knowledge and relating to these characters mostly manifested itself 

subconsciously in the nickname Keegan has for Hayley: Big Brain. 

Hayley is very much by-the-book and is viewed by both Derek and Farrah 

as a studious scientist, so I feel I put a lot of myself into her. 

o I also often felt that my identity in the eyes of others was reduced to my 

book smarts, what I could do, or what I was naïve to, so I often felt like 

any genuine relationship I had with people was just someone taking 
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advantage of me. I feel that these feelings manifest themselves the most in 

the character of Derek, who thinks his dog is the only friend he has and is 

afraid of any other commitment. It has no logic in it, but it is something 

that both me and him felt very strongly. At the same time, I’ve always 

wanted to have hope for both myself and my character, so when Bill 

suggested to me that I write a monologue for the girlfriend Derek secretly 

left behind in the way I would want someone to reach out to me, I readily 

jumped onto that idea. In a similar way to how Derek is like me, just as 

how the character of Farrah thinks that making a panacea that’s wholly 

unique and financially exclusive will make people finally give her the 

respect she thinks she deserves, from a young age I often thought that 

having a similar hold over people was the only way they would listen to 

me. Once I got to high school, these feelings started to dwindle after 

seeing a social worker for a short period of time, but my stunted social 

skills meant that I eventually relapsed into old, toxic thought patterns. It 

got to the point where I sometimes didn’t respect other people’s feelings 

because I still felt like others respected my own. I felt that others were 

taking and not giving back to me, which led me to make mistakes and 

mess up relationships. As a result of that, like the protagonist Hayley, I 

literally and figuratively ran away from people when I went off to college. 

Again, as I matured more, these feelings subsided in me, but lockdown 

and the past two years in general have occasionally made things hard 

again. Thankfully, I have a therapist this time to talk things through, and I 
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think this wanting to improve myself manifests in the very ending of the 

play, where the three main characters encourage each other to return to 

Earth and try to repair their relationships as best as they can. 

o My OCD: This section is probably one of the most important in 

understanding the dichotomy that I talk about in my abstract, but I didn’t 

realize how important it was until about halfway through my play. This 

was because up until last summer, I didn’t think I had OCD and hadn’t 

started to see a therapist for it. However, knowing what I know now about 

how OCD manifests itself, I feel that I have had it for a long time, so it 

only makes sense that it would manifest itself in some way in my play. 

Much like the hallucinations of their loved ones that my three main 

characters see throughout the play, the intrusive thoughts that come with 

my OCD are not rooted in logic. I think that’s why when my advisor 

brought the idea of using hallucinations up with me when I first started 

writing this play I responded so well to it. My intrusive thoughts have 

sometimes felt like a one-sided conversation with a very convincing, 

seemingly logical individual, when, in actuality, there was no logic at all. 

Of course, since a play is not an autobiography, I have twisted these 

hallucinations so they are the only logical “people” on the station for a 

while. 

o While my intrusive thoughts do sometimes feel like one-sided 

conversations with people, sometimes they manifest themselves as 

thoughts of harming my loved ones or animals. Because of this, it was 
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hard for me to write the pivotal moment when Ranger describes the 

monster that he’s become. I was afraid that writing about Ranger’s current 

grotesque form would cause me to trigger myself into a negative thought 

pattern about hurting dogs, but thanks to support from Bill and psyching 

myself up, I was able to write it effectively without harming my mental 

health. I consider that short moment to be one of my favorite parts in the 

play, because in writing it, I experienced personal growth. 

o Not only did my OCD manifest itself in concepts in my play, it manifested 

itself during the writing process, especially with the setbacks I faced. I 

often felt unable to balance a sense of humanity or emotion with having a 

character stay on their objective or goal for a scene, which, when viewed 

linearly, these goals can almost come off as logic-based because they are 

meant to be easily identifiable goals for an actor during their performance. 

As I kept on delaying myself while stuck in these patterns, I kept on 

feeling imposter syndrome and second-guessing myself. It got so bad that 

at one point, I thought I wouldn’t have been able to finish this play and 

this process journal. It also made me think that every setback was a sign 

that I should give up. This was both illogical and making me wallow in 

negative emotions. I feel that this second-guessing and bombardment of 

negative intrusive thoughts can be seen as manifesting itself in all the 

arguments the three main characters have with their loved ones, but it can 

be seen as particularly manifesting itself in the arguments Hayley has with 
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Keegan, as well as the banging Ranger does against walls and doors in the 

second act.  

o Theatre and Escapism: I’ve always had a good relationship with theatre, as 

it was a form of escapism from the bullying I experienced. It also was one 

of the few creative outlets that I felt I was actually good at. Although I 

don’t reference any other kind of theatre directly in this play, the escapist 

environment Hayley generates in the very first scene is very relatable to 

how I feel when I really dive into writing, as well as when I daydream 

about writing. The fact that Hayley is using her escapism to ignore reality 

is very relatable to my own struggles I sometimes experience in trying to 

stay in the present moment. 

o However, there were often times during this process where I felt my 

emotional attachment to certain ideas and concepts was keeping me from 

creating a play that was “logical” or “marketable”. In other words, a 

formulaic play that had a clear plot and no expressionist elements. It was 

over the course of this process that I realized that I could have both. I just 

had to stick to the message I wanted this play to tell. 

o Finally, when it comes to theatre in particular, I often had people be 

passive aggressive to me when I’d talk about my interest in the art, 

especially when they heard I was going to study it in college. They would 

say either overtly or sub-textually that I was too smart to be doing theatre. 

These people were peers, extended family members, even teachers. 
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Throughout my four years here at Salem State, I wanted to prove these 

people wrong, particularly through the writing of this play. 

“Given Circumstances” of Note: 

In script analysis, given circumstances are elements that are understood to exist in the 

world of the play and generate conflict. These elements are understood to permeate the 

entire play, and are a reflection or expansion on the biographical analysis of the 

playwright. A playwright always has these conflicts in mind when conceptualizing their 

characters, as the differing points of view the characters hold towards these 

circumstances is ultimately the driving force of the conflict and action in a play. These 

circumstances can be divided into the following six categories: Geographical, 

Time/Date/Season, Economic, Political, Social, and Moral. There is often overlap in 

categories with any given line, especially when one does a close reading of any particular 

passage in a play. Below is a list identifying and describing a selection of some such 

elements that I think are of note in this play, along with some excerpts from the play that 

I feel really demonstrate these conflicts. Please note: as with analyzing any kind of piece 

of literature, there is the potential for one reader to perceive or analyze parts of this play 

differently than another. Any kind of interpretation is valid, even ones that differ from my 

own. In addition, not all instances of this conflict are included for sake of succinctness 

and clarity, and any example that has a character heading with “Cont” next to it was 

carried over onto another page in the original script. 

• The Geographical Conflicts of The Play: 

o Mars vs Earth/Home vs Space:  
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▪ Mars is often viewed as a safe space for the three main characters. 

Earth in its current state is seen as hostile for various reasons to the 

different characters, leading to the characters justifying being up 

on the red planet for various, relatively logical reasons: scientific 

advancement, career peak, and saving a best friend. At the 

beginning of the play, however, this is flipped for Hayley. She sees 

regressing into old Earth memories as the safe place. There is then 

a constant juggling back and forth throughout the remainder of the 

action, reminiscent of how I sometimes felt I wanted to escape to 

space when I was younger. 

▪ Salem, MA vs Mars 

• Corinne mentions Essex Street, and the VR room’s voice 

mentions her now living in Salem, MA. Salem can 

represent moving on or letting go, while Mars can represent 

toxic patterns. 

▪ Franconia Notch vs Mars 

• Franconia Notch in Franklin, NH is where Derek’s 

girlfriend, Amber, sees as a place of significance, while 

Derek sees it as a reminder of both nice and terrifying 

memories. Mars, for him, is where he escaped before things 

could get worse. 

▪ The following material is excerpts demonstrating this conflict: 

~~ 
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The following is an excerpt from Act 1, Scene 1, page 7. At this point in the scene, 

Keegan has finally broken through Hayley’s attempts to recreate Earth memories from 

their past by bringing up Ranger, whom Hayley never told him about. This only time 

Hayley sees Mars as the hostile environment instead of Earth, as being fully present on 

Mars would mean Hayley would have to grapple with the present and Keegan’s recent 

death: 

KEEGAN 

Why do you stick yourself in this loop, Hayley? We’ve been going to Build-A-Bear 

and making baby Yodas over and over again for days, ever since— 

 

HAYLEY 

I don’t see the problem here. This is fun— 

 

KEEGAN 

This is keeping you from— 

 

HAYLEY 

Nothing, ‘cause there’s nothing else to be doing. We’re just at Canobie, having fun 

with our new Yodas— 

 

KEEGAN 

Why are you distracting yourself like this? 

 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 2, page 13. At this point in the scene, Farrah is trying to 

show Corinne her newest discovery on the station, while Corinne wants her to think 

about what she’s really doing. The exact distance between Earth and Mars is referenced, 

and Corinne uses this information to show that being on Mars is unhealthy for Farrah and 

she needs to return home, to Earth: 

FARRAH 

 (grabbing test tube) 

It can regenerate. It’s an entirely new quality beyond just your simple mitosis or 

meiosis— 
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CORINNE 

It’s like you’re hundreds of millions of miles away— 

 

FARRAH 

183.23 million. Anyway— 

 

CORINNE 

It takes a toll. NASA and GalaxyZ should consider that when they plan their next 

mission— 

 

FARRAH 

I’m fine— 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 5, page 47. At this point in the scene, Corinne 

miraculously comes back to haunt Farrah just as she’s about to jab Ranger with a syringe 

filled with Viridi Spem. She talks about sleep and essentially moving on from Farrah, 

showing that Mars represents toxic patterns for all these characters: 

CORINNE 

Oh, that reminds me of the best part. At the end of the day today, I was able to sleep 

great. I don’t know why. I really thought I would be lonely and wouldn’t be able to, 

but since we last talked, I think I’ve had the best sleep of my life. I even dreamed I 

was back in my old apartment on Essex Street, and everything was as it was before I 

met you. I felt strangely calm and serene during that— 

 

FARRAH 

Get out of my way, Corr. 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 2, Scene 2, page 70. At this point in the scene, the computer is 

pushing Hayley about her last interactions with Keegan, leading Hayley to tell the 

computer “you’re hurting more than helping”. This leads everyone to face the fact that 

their loved ones are going on in life while they try to escape their past on Mars: 

FARRAH 

I only wanted to help. I never meant to hurt anyone, least of all Corinne… 

 

VOICE 
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According to my files, Corinne is not hurt. She lives at 48 Essex Street, Unit 6 in 

Salem, Massachusetts. She lives. 

 

DEREK 

“Life goes on”. Amber lives, Keegan lives…  

~~ 

This small excerpt, from Act 2, Scene 2, page 60, demonstrates a happier past on Earth 

and how everyone is up on Mars to return to that past: 

DEREK 

Franconia Notch. I remember that even though his bone cancer was starting to 

make him limp in his front left leg, he was still able to navigate the narrower trails 

with ease, and that really impressed the park ranger— 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act, Scene 2, page 61. It is a section of a monologue Amber has as a 

voicemail to Derek. She also references a happier past and a hope that Derek will come 

back to her: 

AMBER (EXCERPT) 

(beat) 

I still have that last photo we took of him near the ranger station at Franconia Notch 

as my phone wallpaper. Actually, I dunno if you can hear the water behind me, but 

I’m there right now. I figured that since today’s our one-year anniversary, you’d 

show up by some miracle and explain to me everything that’s been up with you 

since…that day. But that’s just wishful thinking, isn’t it? 

~~ 

The following is an excerpt from Act 2, Scene 2, page 68. At this point in the scene, the 

three crewmembers are seeing a VR file of Keegan from back on Earth, put together from 

Hayley’s memories. Hayley, in trying to not pay any attention to this memory, is slipping 

in her focus on where and when she is. It clearly shows Keegan’s attitudes on Hayley 

going to Mars: 

DEREK 

So I left Amber, Farrah left Corinne, and you left Keegan. 

 

HAYLEY 

Derek, I’ve got a lot on my mind right now. I’m going to Mars next week. 
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FARRAH 

Hayley, what are you talking about? We’re already on Mars. 

 

KEEGAN 

Jesus Christ. All this “Mars” stuff. Ya know, Mom said you were too busy to help 

Russ when he was sick ‘cause you were busy with all that shit. And you weren’t even 

around when he died. I just asked you for one simple thing, and you couldn’t do it. 

Not even for me. You can’t see an obvious problem, even when it’s right in front of 

you. 

 

o NASA/GalaxyZ vs home: 

▪ A subset to the “Mars/Earth” conflict above, Hayley sees anything 

NASA-related as reminders of the present. The counterparts to the 

three main characters, Keegan, Corinne, and Ranger, see NASA 

and GalaxyZ as toxic distractions to their various deteriorating 

relationships back on Earth, while everyone else thinks there being 

up there is justifiable. This is further cemented by Derek’s 

girlfriend, Amber, relaying in a saved voicemail that she’s 

confused as to why Derek’s up there. 

▪ Hayley balks at getting a NASA t-shirt for her Build-A-Bear Baby 

Yoda, and Corinne sees working for GalaxyZ to be toxic to Farrah 

(more on that in other conflict sections). Below is the section of 

Amber’s voicemail that is referenced: 

~~ 

This is an excerpt from Act 2, Scene 2, page 61. Another excerpt from Amber’s 

monologue, this section demonstrates how going to work for NASA is the last thing 

Derek should be considering as he’ll be in a place he won’t like and could harm Ranger: 

AMBER (EXCERPT) 
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 (beat) 

I saw you for the first time in forever today. Well, I say “saw”. You came up in my 

TikTok For You page. You were on NASA’s account, in some interview snippets 

with two other women and Ranger for some small research mission on Mars. Is that 

why your spot at the apartment complex has been empty the past couple of weeks? 

You’re training to go up to Mars? You don’t even remotely like space! And why are 

you bringing Ranger up with you? You could’ve just left him with me. I can only 

imagine how he’s doing right now. 

~~ 

o Different parts of the station—individual rooms vs lab, VR room 

▪ Hayley and Derek’s bedrooms are seen as safe, whereas the lab 

and VR room are threats. The lab is where Ranger becomes a 

monster, while the VR room is where everyone’s secrets are 

revealed. At first, everyone but Hayley hated the idea of retreating 

into the VR room, but then Hayley realized the corner she backed 

herself into. 

▪ Below are examples of this conflict: 

~~ 

This is an excerpt from Act 1, Scene 5, page 41. This is right after Hayley makes the 

decision not to go along with Farrah in experimenting with Viridi Spem. Hayley is trying 

to convince herself that anything going on outside of her room is bad, that she’s doing the 

right thing by staying in her room: 

SCENE FIVE: Split scene, a long while later. HAYLEY’s room. HAYLEY’s now 

moved onto her bed, and is clutching the baby Yoda to her chest. She appears fine on 

the surface. Dr. Snugglepuss is still on the floor.  

 

HAYLEY 

 (“talking” to the Yoda) 

I did the right thing. 

 

Suddenly, KEEGAN walks in with a VR headset, playing some game. 
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HAYLEY 

 (to KEEGAN) 

I did the right thing. 

 

KEEGAN 

Well, that’s like the five billionth time you’ve said that to yourself, Big Brain, so it 

must be true. Dunno why you’ve brought me back here while I’m in the middle of 

my build just to say it again. 

 

HAYLEY 

‘Cause you agree, right? I did do the right thing. 

 

KEEGAN 

Sure you did.  

 

KEEGAN starts moving about the room. 

 

HAYLEY 

Keegan, where are you going? I need to talk to you. Unplug yourself. 

 

KEEGAN 

Nah, I’m good. I choose here over— 

 (briefly lifts VR helmet and gestures) 

--whatever’s going on there— 

 (put helmet back down) 

Like how you’re fine just staying in this room and plugging your fingers in your 

ears. 

 

HAYLEY 

That’s…That’s not I’m doing here. 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 2, Scene 1, page 51. This is right after Ranger has turned into a 

monster. In this current moment, he is trying to break down the door: 

SCENE ONE: Outside the lab. FARRAH’s sitting on the floor, vibrating. DEREK’s 

facing STAGE LEFT, looking like he’s peering into the window in a door. HAYLEY 

enters STAGE RIGHT just as the sound of a paw smashing against the window, 

followed by the sound of cracking glass. Both DEREK and FARRAH jump back. 

 

HAYLEY 

Christ! Is that? 

 

FARRAH 

Hayley, we can’t let this get out. 
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DEREK 

Fuck your reputation, that’s my dog in there! 

 (to HAYLEY) 

Help him. 

 

Suddenly, the sound of a paw smashing again and glass breaking. An emergency 

klaxon sounds, a metallic voice, much like the HEV suit from the Half-Life games. 

 

VOICE 

Warning: lab door compromised. Warning… 

 

HAYLEY 

It’s not safe here, Derek. 

 

FARRAH 

That’s six million dollars worth of equipment in there! 

 

FARRAH starts frantically searching her jumpsuit pockets. 

 

HAYLEY 

We need to get to the VR room. 

~~ 

o Minecraft Worlds vs Mars 

▪ The game, Minecraft, was escapism for Hayley and Keegan. Now, 

it represents what Hayley left behind. Keegan uses this comparison 

of the two worlds to show Hayley that she needs to take action. It 

also foreshadows the revelation of Keegan’s death. Below is an 

excerpt showing this conflict: 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 5, pages 41-42. This happens right after the excerpt of 

Hayley saying that she feels she’s done the right thing: 

KEEGAN 

Just keep tellin’ yourself that. 

 (gesturing like he’s placing down things) 
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Meanwhile, I’m doing something productive: I’m making an addition to our 

Woodland Mansion. Wanna make a lasting mark before— 

 

HAYLEY 

But I need you now. 

 

KEEGAN 

I can do both, ya know. 

 (gesturing as he’s building, but looks like he’s drawing on a whiteboard) 

Think about what we’ve done together in this Minecraft world. Fingers crossed no 

Creepers get too close, we’ve created something that immortalizes who we are in a 

way no one would understand. We’ve got Russ as a tamed wolf there, and the 

notebooks full of secrets and all the cool architectural stuff in the house is both you 

and me.  

 (turning to her, not taking VR helmet off) 

When I’m gone, though, I’ll be everywhere. An immortal reminder for you when 

you go to play this. 

 

HAYLEY 

I don’t understand why you want to taunt me like this. 

 

KEEGAN 

Listen: this world has so much of me in it that anyone who explores it will feel like 

I’m still alive, even when I’m not, much like how you’ve tried to convince yourself 

you’re the selfless hero— 

 

HAYLEY 

I— 

 

KEEGAN 

Lemme finish: when anyone looking in from the outside would say you’re not. 

~~ 

 

o Afterlife vs Life 

▪ Both Hayley and Derek have to deal with loved ones who are 

ready to move on to the afterlife but whom they aren’t ready to let 

go. With Hayley, it manifests in how Keegan talks about the 

Minecraft world being “an immortal reminder” of him, while 
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Derek, it takes a comical effect that soon turns serious. Below are 

examples of this in action: 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 5, pages 43-44. At this point, Ranger’s health is failing 

fast, and Farrah is trying to put finishing touches on a syringe for Viridi Spem: 

DEREK 

Hang in there, bud. 

 

RANGER 

Nah, I’m good.  

 

DEREK 

What do you mean you’re good? 

 

RANGER 

I’ve moved beyond, man. I’m already halfway out the fuckin’ door. I am staring 

straight at the Big Fire Hydrant in The Sky— 

 

DEREK 

If you hold on for just a little bit longer, you can pee on all kinds of nice fire 

hydrants back on Earth— 

 

RANGER 

It won’t be the same— 

 

DEREK 

Sure it can. I mean, what about that nice yellow one we used to pass on our walk to 

work— 

 

RANGER 

Now that was a party! All those friends I made along the way, like Mel. I hope he’ll 

be up there… 

 (looking off in the distance) 

Oh shit! Mel?! Mel, ya son of a pug—! 

 

RANGER moves as if to go off to “Mel”, but then he suddenly jerks backwards, as if 

pulled back by an invisible leash connecting him to DEREK. 

 

DEREK 

Don’t go, Ranger. I need you here. 

~~ 
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This is from the same scene as the above example, and a continuation of this conflict. It is 

from pages 45-46: 

RANGER 

What if Farrah and Hayley hadn’t found Viridi Spem? When I finally crossed over, 

would you have been like “well, fuck, my dog’s dead” and moved on? Would you 

have gotten another dog that looked like me? 

 

DEREK 

What I thought before doesn’t matter. What matters is the here and now, like you 

staying— 

 

RANGER 

I think it does matter. How would you like it if I held you down with a leash and 

kept you from doing what you wanted just because I had some unresolved shit with 

Mel, or, better yet, dogs I haven’t met yet but made assumptions about? Be pretty 

fuckin’ sadistic huh? 

 

DEREK 

I— 

 

RANGER 

This is your chance, man. Let me go, and, when you return to Earth, turn over a 

new leaf. Get some new hobbies, redo your Tinder profile—at least get a picture 

from this decade, sheesh—, put yourself out there. 

 (looking beyond) 

RANGER (Cont.) 

The world can either be a Fire Hydrant, flowing free with possibilities, or it can be a 

dog pound, shutting you out from the rest of the world ‘cause you chose to be hostile 

to it. Which world are you gonna choose, pal? 

~~ 

• The Time Conflicts of The Play: 

o They’ve been up for a year—The times before and after accepting to go up 

to Mars 

▪ Although they’ve been up for a year, they can’t stop thinking about 

what happened back on Earth. Hayley, Farrah, and Derek keep on 

conjuring up in their heads images of happier times, when 

everyone was healthy and relationships seemed better. However, 
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the way the passage of time has affected them all keeps coming 

back to haunt them. 

o “Happier” Times vs the Present Situation 

▪ Keegan in better health, Ranger in better health, Amber as a 

girlfriend, and Corinne and Farrah in a better relationship against 

the relative abandonment Hayley, Derek, and Farrah have done by 

going up to Mars. 

o “College” and “pre-A-Pharm” times vs now 

▪ Corinne claimed that Farrah was a better person when they were in 

college and before she got involved in A-Pharm, while Farrah feels 

that her younger self was naïve and weak. 

o Previously cited examples that can also display this conflict include Derek 

bringing up Ranger’s favorite fire hydrant. Other examples of these 

conflicts can be found below: 

~~ 

On Act 1, Scene 1, page 7, Keegan says this while in the middle of arguing over Hayley 

regressing into old memories: 

 

KEEGAN 

Yeah, my twenty-fourth birthday, not my seventh. 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 2, pages 14-15. Corinne tries to call on a short, happy 

memory from the past that happened on the same day she signed away to go to Mars in 

order to try to get her to see sense: 

CORINNE 

I was trying to protect you from yourself. Your daughter needs you; your grandkids 

need you… 
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 (petting succulent) 

I need you, the real you. 

 (looking back at FARRAH) 

The day Luna Johansson first offered this opportunity to you, you got a similar look 

in your eyes as you have right now.  

 

FARRAH 

A look— 

CORINNE 

Like something had shut off inside of you—died inside of you. But then—you 

remember later that day—we watched— 

 

FARRAH 

Love Actually— 

 

CORINNE 

Yeah, and it was like the real you came back. At the end, at the Christmas pageant-

thing part, you leapt onto the coffee table like you were thirty years younger and 

started singing to me “All I Want For Christmas is You”, not caring it was the 

middle of July. It was just like after our first date, when we watched that 

anniversary screening of it downtown…You need to bring some of that fun with you 

here. 

~~ 

This is from the same scene as the previous, but on page 18. Corinne is wondering why 

she can’t get through to Farrah, and she assumes it has to do with the passage of time: 

CORINNE 

God, what has happened to you in a year, Farrah? You need to come home now. 

~~ 

This is from the same scene, but on page 22. Corinne is trying to get Farrah back by 

referencing their college days, which is written into their wedding vows. At this point, 

Farrah is already not wanting to listen to Corinne: 

CORINNE 

— “Funny as it may seem, 

I knew it from the way, in undergrad, 

When you talked about us improving the world together, 

Your eyes would just gleam.” — 

 

FARRAH 

Young and stupid— 
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CORINNE 

— “I will love and support you, 

As you will love and support me, 

From now until the end of my days.” 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 3, page 30. At this point, Derek is juggling with his 

past with Ranger and how he acts now in trying to keep his best friend alive: 

DEREK 

I love you so much, Ranger. You are the best dog in the universe. You’ve kept me 

alive in the lowest points in my life, that sometimes it’s hard to let go. You’re right, 

it’s not okay that I ask you invading questions and make you do weird things. I 

don’t know what I’m thinking. But this— 

 (gesturing with Dr. Snugglepuss) 

How could I let this fall apart? I should’ve let go when you told me his smell 

reminded you of me. I remember that day clearly too. The smell of the wood 

burning and wafting up my chimney, watching you watch that smoke as if it was the 

coolest thing you had ever seen. You stubbing your toe as you went up to the 

chimney to watch the smoke, me laughing at you for being such a dumbass. Those 

were memories; that was living. Now I get anxious whenever you stand too close to 

the sliding doors here in the pod… 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 2, Scene 2, pages 59-60. Because of Derek’s current physical 

and emotional state, the computer is responding accordingly, bringing up a fond memory 

for Derek that he has a hard time dealing with: 

VOICE 

Derek, I now detect severely low levels of serotonin in your body. Opening the 

“Derek—Happy Stuff” subfolder in my “Earth Memories” folder. Showing most 

relevant file first. 

 

The three turn to the wall behind them, which projects a picture of an old German 

Shepherd laying in the grass. There’s a woman standing behind the dog and making a 

heart with her hands towards whoever is taking the picture. DEREK can’t bring 

himself to look at the picture for long. 

 

~~ 

This excerpt is from the same scene, but pages 61-62. In this section of Amber’s 

monologue, she asks Derek what’s changed to make him act differently than he did 

before: 
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AMBER (EXCERPT) 

 (beat) 

Fuck, I guess I should stop dancing around this, shouldn’t I? I’ve been doing this 

with all my messages to you, but, goddammit, I’m just gonna say it now, and maybe 

by the sheer intense will of some higher being, it’ll get through to you: I’m not the 

fucking problem, Derek. I don’t know what it is that’s giving you the impression 

that I am, but I’m not. It’s like, you started to get all funky the moment I brought 

up the fact that we’ve been together for nearly a year, like I had just said the most 

frightening statement on the planet. 

 

~~ 

This excerpt is from the same scene, but page 63. The computer responds to how Farrah’s 

feeling physically and emotionally to remind her of happier times, which Derek later 

questions: 

 

VOICE 

Farrah, I now detect severely low levels of serotonin in your body, combined with 

high levels of cortisol. Opening “Farrah—Happy Things” file in “Earth Memories” 

folder. Showing first relevant file… 

 

Next to the picture of Ranger, a picture of Farrah and Corinne in white appears. 

 

DEREK 

What happened to all the promises, all that “Till Death Do Us Part”? 

~~ 

In this excerpt from Act 2, Scene 2, page 68, Hayley is feeling the pressure to evade what 

really happened between her and Keegan. This manifests in her feeling like there isn’t 

enough time for her to break the communication lock before Ranger gets back to them:  

 

HAYLEY 

We need more time… 

 

KEEGAN 

You’ve been so busy lately I’ve been starting to think you’ve forgotten about me. 

And then whenever you do come, you always look like you’re in a hurry to leave— 

 

HAYLEY 

We need to break this lock. We need to— 

 

Slam against door. 

 

HAYLEY 

Too many things happening and not enough time… 

~~ 
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o Three days ago vs now 

▪ Up until “three days ago” from the play’s starting action, Hayley 

was under the assumption that there was hope for Keegan. Now 

she’s trying to forget about three days ago, as that was when she 

learned that Keegan had died. Below are examples of this: 

~~ 

This is from Act 1, Scene 1, page 7. This is the moment Keegan finally breaks through to 

Hayley, teasing that there’s something important about what happened “three days ago”: 

KEEGAN 

I see I’m now coming through. Only took me, like, three days to say the thing that 

would make you realize something’s not right here. 

~~ 

This is from Act 2, Scene 2, page 72. The computer, in detecting a falsehood in what 

Hayley asks it to back her up on, responds with this, solidifying again that there’s 

something about “three days ago” that Hayley doesn’t want to face: 

VOICE 

That can neither be confirmed nor denied. Approximately three days ago, you 

purposely corrupted or deleted multiple VR and audio files that are related to the 

one I just played. Vocabulary analysis of the portions of the VR transcripts I can 

salvage prove that you and Keegan did not part on amicable terms. Key words and 

phrases such as “abandoned”— 

~~ 

This is the same scene, but page 73. Hayley, still trying to avoid talking about “three days 

ago”, redirects everyone’s attention to how she still maintained contact with her mom. 

The computer responds with this: 

VOICE 

That is a partially correct statement. Although my communications records indicate 

you have maintained more consistent contact with ROCHETTE, MARY-ANN, 

there is a trend of there being less and less data until approximately three days ago, 

where there’s no data. 
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HAYLEY 

We got busy with Viridi Spem… 

 

FARRAH 

Hayley, we did our initial experiments with Viridi Spem yesterday. What happened 

three days ago? 

 

HAYLEY 

Nothing happened— 

 

DEREK 

Whatever happened made you go and fuck up a good chunk of your Earth files. 

That’s a whole lotta nothin’. 

 

HAYLEY 

It really was nothing! My mom just left a voicemail three days ago, and then we got 

busy— 

 

VOICE 

“Mom”, “voicemail”, and “three days ago” are key words and a phrase relating to a 

corrupted audio file. Searching for transcript— 

~~ 

This is right after the previous example, barring a little break with some other lines. This 

is on page 74, and it reveals why “three days ago” is a hard topic for Hayley: 

DEREK 

We gotta be honest with each other if we’re gonna make it out of this. What have 

you got to lose? 

 

Another slam, followed by a howl that sounds more like a cry. 

 

HAYLEY 

Maybe it’s easy for you and Farrah ‘cause Amber and Corinne aren’t dead! 

 (pause) 

In that voicemail, my mom told me that…Keegan had died early that afternoon. 

 

VOICE 

That is a correct statement. The fragmented transcript I have on file has one 

uncorrupted section that states that ROCHETTE, KEEGAN, died at approximately 

1:01 pm three days ago. 

~~ 

• The Economic Conflicts of The Play: 
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o Rich vs Poor: 

▪ Luna Johansson has a hold over everyone as her company and 

NASA employs the characters. There is also the implication that 

Derek does not have as much money as Farrah and Hayley, leading 

him to take on the mission so Ranger can receive care. Derek states 

that he was promised free treatment for Ranger at the hands of 

Farrah and Hayley, and that helped him solidify his decision to 

come up to Mars. This brings pressure on Derek when everything 

goes awry. At the same time, Farrah feels she is the sole person 

who can help Corinne pay for college for their grandkids. Also, 

Keegan’s hospital treatment is something Farrah leverages against 

Hayley to get her to cooperate. Although I don’t specify what 

Keegan has, I imply that it is expensive. Hayley tries to maintain 

that her ethics are more than just money and expenses. An instance 

of an example taking from another section is the lab door getting 

damaged in Act 2, Scene 2, as Farrah mentions how much the 

equipment inside of the lab is worth. Below are other examples of 

this conflict: 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 2, Scene 1, pages 52-53. In this part of the scene, Farrah is 

trying to get Hayley on her side in order to kill Ranger in his current, grotesque form. 

Both women use money and expenses in their reasoning to get the other to their own side: 

FARRAH 
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Do you know how much money will continue to go down the drain if you don’t do as 

I say? Enough to pay for your brother’s hospital treatment a hundred times over. 

 

HAYLEY 

I don’t care about the money. 

 

FARRAH 

Everybody cares about money— 

 

HAYLEY 

Does Corinne? 

 

CORINNE enters, gingerly holding together the broken bits of the succulent pot from 

Act I, Scene II. The plant itself looks drastically different than it did in the first scene: 

it’s now dead. CORINNE just stares at FARRAH. 

 

FARRAH 

Money gives her security for our grandkids’ future, a roof over her head— 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 4, page 36. At this point in the scene, Derek is 

differentiating himself from Hayley and Farrah by talking about how hard it was getting 

to treat Ranger and how that’s motivating him to take risks: 

DEREK (EXCERPT) 

(Looking towards the window pointing to Earth) 

Anyway, I just didn’t want to be stuck doing maintenance work back on a planet 

where everybody shit on me and my job, and Ranger’s treatment was starting to get 

expensive. When I heard I could bring him up here as an emotional support animal 

and get free treatment for him in return for “commendable service to NASA and 

GalaxyZ”, I knew I had to take this opportunity to save the only friend I have left. I 

mean, you guys were being advertised as “the best scientist Luna has ever known” 

and “the most promising mentee NASA or GalaxyZ have ever seen”. 

~~ 

• The Political Conflicts of The Play: 

o Mission leader vs scientist/maintenance guy. Alternate: Mentor vs Mentee 

▪ When the pressure’s on to do something about Viridi Spem, Farrah 

uses her position as mission leader to manipulate others. 

▪ This is meant to draw attention to any kind of person in authority 

who doesn’t respect the boundaries and comfort level of those 
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they’re mentoring. When the pressure’s on, Farrah abandons any 

sense of care she displayed towards Hayley on Earth for her own 

gain. Below are examples of this conflict: 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 1, page 10. In this scene, Keegan is trying to justify 

Hayley going along with further testing on Viridi Spem: 

KEEGAN 

But Farrah thinks it’s the best course of action. When your mentor with thirty-plus-

years experience in biotech and astronautics thinks this is the way to go, you should 

go along with her. 

~ 

This is from Act 1, Scene 3. In this scene, Farrah has already banished Corinne from her 

mind, so she feels she has power over swaying Hayley to her side: 

FARRAH 

Hayley will see reason, if only for her brother’s sake. Plus, I’ve already got Derek in 

my corner. 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 4, page 35. In this scene, Derek has confronted Hayley 

about Ranger’s deteriorating condition, citing an old discussion they once had on the 

situation. Farrah, hearing the commotion, then entered the scene and is now trying to 

guilt Hayley to her and Derek’s side: 

FARRAH 

And because of that, I worked my ass off training you, advocating for you so that 

you would end up here. 

(Crossing to HAYLEY) 

I hope you haven’t been taking advantage of the kindness I extended towards you as 

your mentor this whole time. 

 

HAYLEY 

Farrah, I wouldn’t— 

 

FARRAH 
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Because then I would be very disappointed in you. After all I’ve done for you, you 

would just stop, throw it all away? 

 

HAYLEY 

I remember on Earth you wouldn’t push me beyond my limits. 

 

FARRAH 

Out of respect for you and your boundaries as a student. But acting like this now 

really could be a hindrance to this mission— 

~~ 

This is from Act 2, Scene 1, page 52. At this point, Derek is trying to convince Hayley to 

do something active to save Ranger, while Farrah is trying to assert herself as mission 

leader: 

FARRAH 

 (pointing to door) 

That’s not a dog. That’s mission failure, Luna and NASA smearing all our names, 

your family, ashamed of you, your brother: dead. I’m still your mission leader. 

 

Another violent shove against the wall. 

 

FARRAH 

You better give it to me. Look at the hinges. The door’s not gonna hold him. 

 

DEREK 

 (throwing phone) 

Catch, Hayley! 

 

DEREK throws the phone. It misses FARRAH. HAYLEY clumsily catches it. 

 

FARRAH 

Now hand it over. 

 

HAYLEY 

No. 

 

FARRAH 

What did you say? 

 

HAYLEY 

I said no. 

~~ 
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o Dog vs owner 

▪ Derek has a very possessive control over Ranger, believing him to 

be his only friend and ally. This causes extensive tension 

throughout the play until Derek is made to come to terms with his 

passing. This is displayed the most in all of Act 1, Scene 3, but 

some passages stick out more than most. Below are examples of 

this conflict: 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 2, page 26. In this scene, Derek is trying to get Ranger 

to admit that he has an intimate relationship with Hayley (this is a comedic break in the 

play): 

RANGER 

I can’t fucking admit to something that isn’t true! 

 

DEREK 

I will get the atomic dog whistle. 

 

RANGER 

Jesus, alright! I was humping one of the plants while Hayley was in the room. 

Maybe the way our silhouettes were positioned it looked like I was humping her, but 

it was just a plant. It was one that had such a nice smell that reminded me of home 

whenever I peed on it.  

~~ 

This excerpt is from the same scene as the previous, but on pages 28-29. Ranger is trying 

to get Derek to admit the possessive hold that he has on his dog: 

RANGER 

Well, I want to live, live in the way only a dog can. Hayley treats me like a dog. She 

understands what I need as a dog. I never told you you were my favorite human 

when we were on Earth  

RANGER (Cont.) 
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‘cause there was no reason to. There was no one else to compare you to. But now, I 

don’t know who you are, Derek. I’ve lived a good life, and I need you to realize that, 

not treat me like some sort of doll that you try to keep forever. 

 

DEREK 

But how could she help you want to live? She wants to watch you die when she can 

possibly help you right now! 

 

RANGER 

Maybe, but she is honest and good enough that she can respect what I want. I mean, 

she told you what I said to her. I thought she’d be a little more subtle but… 

 

DEREK 

Ranger— 

 

RANGER 

Look at Dr. Snugglepuss on the floor! See him all ripped to shit? That’s how I feel 

right now ‘cause you are going overkill with me! Do you really want to keep me 

from living my life? 

 

DEREK 

You know I don’t, Ranger. I guess…I guess I’m just scared, and when I get scared, I 

get weird and possessive. 

~~ 

o Business mogul vs employee:  

▪ Farrah wants the power Luna Johansson has. She believes that 

upping her and gaining the influence and power she has is the only 

way to true happiness. How Luna can help or harm Farrah’s career 

is always at the back of her mind (refer back to the “smearing all 

our names” line in the mentor vs mentee conflict). Below is 

another example of this conflict: 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 2, pages 17-18. In this scene, Farrah explains to 

Corinne one of the main motivators of her signing off on this mission and experimenting 

on Viridi Spem: 
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CORINNE 

So let me get this straight: You signed off on this mission after putting the A-Pharm 

incident behind you for years because you thought working with Luna again would 

earn you her place in society? 

 

FARRAH 

Yes. But now…I think I can overtake her. 

 

One of the test tubes starts bubbling. 

 

CORINNE 

Goddammit, Fare, I don’t like this. This isn’t— 

 

FARRAH 

Think about it. If I found out that this plant could work the same on animal and 

human tissue as it does on plant tissue, I could potentially come home in no time— 

 

CORINNE 

This is A-Pharm all over again—The protocols you would have to circumvent to— 

 

FARRAH 

You should be happy for me— 

 

CORINNE 

Let’s say everything goes smoothly here. What makes you think you’ll be happier? 

 

FARRAH 

I would corner the market with a panacea. Luna wouldn’t be able to compete with 

me—I would be hailed as a hero! And you could be there by my side, and everyone 

would be like “Please, Dr.  

 

FARRAH (Cont.) 

Charbonneau, my brother’s, sister’s, cousin’s…whomever’s dying of whatever. I 

need your help!” People would need me.  

 

CORINNE 

They wouldn’t have to beg if you made it easily accessible— 

 

FARRAH 

So that way people like Luna can just take advantage and profit off me?  

 

CORINNE 

Farrah, you’re scaring me— 

 

FARRAH 

In the end, we could live out the rest of our days without a care in the world. 
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• The Social Conflicts of The Play: 

o Loved Ones vs Allies 

▪ Essentially, this can be broken down into: Amber and Ranger vs 

Derek, Farrah vs Corinne, Hayley vs Keegan 

• Amber and Ranger say this a little more literally to Derek. 

Ranger’s transformation can be seen as a metaphor for the 

ugliness of this conflict. 

• Corinne pleads for Farrah to return back to the person she 

was who made her smile through her quirks and creativity, 

while Farrah wants someone who will be by her side no 

matter what. 

• Throughout the play, Hayley and Keegan are in constant 

conflict over who’s right and who’s the better sibling, 

which includes fighting over all the “Mars stuff” and 

Hayley not being there for Russ. In the end, Hayley has a 

realization that how she left him was wrong. 

• What’s common in all of these scenarios is that the 

characters actually on the station ask for so much out of 

their loved ones and realize (subconsciously, and relayed 

through the hallucination) that they were giving little in 

return, making them come off more as allies in a socio-
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political alliance than loved ones in an equitable 

relationship. 

• Below are examples of this conflict: 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 1, page 11. At this point in the scene, Keegan and 

Hayley are arguing over whether or not any further work should be done with Viridi 

Spem: 

KEEGAN 

You won’t make an exemption for your own fucking brother? Jesus Christ, Hayley, 

it’s one thing when you say this kind of shit to Derek, it’s another, totally fucked up 

other thing when you say it to ME! 

 

HAYLEY 

I guess I take back what I said: you wouldn’t understand why there’s no other way, 

so I shouldn’t even try anymore. 

 

KEEGAN 

Hayley— 

 

HAYLEY 

I can’t do what Derek and Farrah want, Keegan. I would do everything I could with 

Viridi Spem, but I just can’t. 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 2, Scene 2, page 73. In this part of the scene, Hayley is made to 

admit what her last interaction with Keegan was really like: 

 

HAYLEY (EXCERPT) 

Just like when I ran away from those bullies, I couldn’t stay strong and support my 

brother. Instead, I let him get hurt, and then I ran away. Only this time…I was the 

one who hurt him. The last thing I did was I took all the anger and hate I felt 

towards everyone in the hospital, everyone in the world whom I felt was responsible 

for Keegan’s deteriorating condition and I…I projected it all onto him. 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 2, Scene 1, pages 56-57. In this part of the scene, Derek is made 

to see what Ranger’s really become, and the first hints to his relationship with Amber are 

dropped: 

 

RANGER 
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Well, I was thirsty, bud, and the only things around were all the blood samples 

Farrah and Hayley had gathered from me. Left a gross, metallic taste in my mouth, 

though. Didn’t you feel that way when you broke up with Amber--? 

 

DEREK 

Amber has nothing to do with this— 

 

RANGER 

We both know that’s a big fucking lie. You also made her do things she didn’t want 

to do, and now look where you’re at. 

 

DEREK 

Stop lying, Ranger! She ended up being just like everyone else— 

 

RANGER 

You put a muzzle on her whenever she tried to help— 

 

Growl again. 

 

RANGER 

—but I’d like to see you put a muzzle on me. 

 

DEREK 

Ranger, don’t be like this. You know I wouldn’t do that to you, ‘cause you don’t 

deserve it. 

 

RANGER 

And she did? 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 2, Scene 2, page 62. In this part of Amber’s monologue, the 

conflict is clearly laid out: 

AMBER (EXCERPT) 

It’s just…I know you have trust issues. We both know I don’t need to rehash 

everything about your childhood trauma here, but if this helps, I’m gonna say it 

again: I’m not gonna hurt you, and I’m not gonna take advantage of you or your 

kindness. But you have to give me some slack. I’m your girlfriend, not your absolute 

ally.  

~~ 

This is from Act 2, Scene 2, page 66. In this part of the scene, Farrah and Derek argue 

over who was more toxic towards their loved ones and didn’t live up to their side of the 

relationship: 
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FARRAH 

Who can’t even communicate his feelings clearly to his own girlfriend! 

 (pause) 

You’re just scared. 

 

DEREK 

Maybe I was scared then. You wanna know why? Because I was afraid that I 

wouldn’t be able to maintain a real relationship. That this whole time, Amber and I 

were only together because she thought she could fix me, turn me into her better 

half. Were you Corinne’s better half? 

 

FARRAH 

I wasn’t satisfied being someone’s half. I wanted to be the whole. 

 

DEREK 

I couldn’t even be the half. 

 

HAYLEY 

 (gesturing to the computer panel) 

Let’s fix this first. We can argue who’s the better half later. 

 

FARRAH 

Why would you save Amber’s message, then? 

 

DEREK 

Some things are hard to delete. 

 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 2, page 17. In this part of the scene, Farrah is trying to 

argue that Corinne’s absolute allegiance to her should be expected: 

 

CORINNE 

Goddammit, Fare, I don’t like this. This isn’t— 

 

FARRAH 

Think about it. If I found out that this plant could work the same on animal and 

human tissue as it does on plant tissue, I could potentially come home in no time— 

 

CORINNE 

This is A-Pharm all over again—The protocols you would have to circumvent to— 

 

FARRAH 

You should be happy for me— 

~~ 
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This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 5, pages 44-45. There is overlap from previous sections 

here, but I’ve included repeated lines for context. Ranger is currently trying to convince 

Derek to let go of him: 

 

RANGER 

Thank you. So, lemme just say: it’s not my fault you got no friends who stand on the 

same number of legs as you do. 

 

DEREK 

What--? 

RANGER 

I mean, why do you feel the need to hold onto me forever? What can I do that a 

person can’t? Like, we’ve literally already established that I don’t got opposable 

thumbs. 

 

DEREK 

Ever since I’ve got you, you’ve never left my side. You’ve never let me down, and 

you were always right there when I needed you.  

 

RANGER 

You gotta admit: your parents were pretty chill— 

 

DEREK 

Emphasis on “were”. What about everyone else? “Derek, you’re so smart with 

hands-on jobs, can you fix my radiator? Can you recalibrate my car’s computer?” 

No one cares about me unless I can do them a favor. 

 

RANGER 

“No one cares”? Bro, that’s pretty defeatist coming from a guy who’s only known 

people from his small New England town, the power plants he’s worked at, and this 

base on Mars. 

 (looking to FARRAH) 

I mean, up until this point, I thought you were getting along pretty well with both of 

them. 

 

DEREK 

I thought I was too, until Hayley ruined it. Anyway, you know what I— 

 

RANGER 

What if Farrah and Hayley hadn’t found Viridi Spem? When I finally crossed over, 

would you have been like “well, fuck, my dog’s dead” and moved on? Would you 

have gotten another dog that looked like me? 

 

DEREK 

What I thought before doesn’t matter. What matters is the here and now, like you 

staying— 
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RANGER 

I think it does matter. How would you like it if I held you down with a leash and 

kept you from doing what you wanted just because I had some unresolved shit with 

Mel, or, better yet, dogs I haven’t met yet but made assumptions about? Be pretty 

fuckin’ sadistic huh? 

 

DEREK 

I— 

 

RANGER 

This is your chance, man. Let me go, and, when you return to Earth, turn over a 

new leaf. Get some new hobbies, redo your Tinder profile—at least get a picture 

from this decade, sheesh—, put yourself out there. 

~~ 

 

o Isolation vs Community. Something about loneliness/isolation 

▪ Every character starts off alone in “safe” rooms—their bedrooms, 

the lab—with their hallucinations. Being isolated made everything 

fell apart, then, in a way, things were fixed when they came 

together at the end. Community is each other at the end. They were 

so stuck in their own isolation that they didn’t think of reaching out 

to others 

▪ In my script, there are ten instances of variations of the words 

“alone” or “lonely”. The last instance is the final stage direction, 

which describes that the opposite has now occurred for Hayley. 

• There are also sixteen instances of the word “yourself” 

▪ Below are examples of this conflict in action: 

~~ 

This is from Act 1, Scene 2, pages 22-23. At this point, Corinne is trying to plead with 

Farrah to not go down her current path one last time: 
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CORINNE 

Think about what you’re doing, Farrah. You know you have a choice now. Don’t 

cut me out entirely.  

 

FARRAH 

I will continue what I’ve set out to do, with or without you. 

 

CORINNE 

So you choose the path of loneliness— 

 

FARRAH 

The path of no distractions— 

 

CORINNE 

Call it what you will, but know this, Farrah: It doesn’t have to be this way— 

 

FARRAH raises her arm up for the blob. 

 

CORINNE 

Because I will always love— 

 

As FARRAH brings her arm back down towards CORINNE, the blob consumes 

CORINNE, and the succulent falls to the floor, its pot shattering. Pause. 

 

FARRAH 

 (talking to blob) 

I told her she was holding me back, but she wouldn’t listen. Her emotions were 

warping her sense of reasoning. 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 2, Scene 2, page 77. At this point in the scene, everyone has 

gotten their past on Earth out in the open, and the computer has announced Ranger’s 

death, leading Derek to investigate and later return. They are now made to confront what 

happens when they cut off communications from Earth: 

 

DEREK 

Ranger, he’s…really dead. I don’t understand. I know what we saw. We know what 

we saw. It was nasty— 

 

FARRAH 

I think we saw our guilt. We’d been sitting with our Earth memories for so long that 

our minds went into some sort of maddening overdrive. And we only had each 

other. We were playing off each other’s baggage. 

 

HAYLEY 

We saw what we wanted to see, but then we also saw what our consciences wanted 

us to see. 
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VOICE 

Incoming transmission: Johnson Space Center to Revitalize crew, everything alright 

up there? We noticed you put an advanced lock on communications. Please 

respond…please respond… 

 

HAYLEY 

We need to answer that, and then we need to get back to Earth. You guys need to 

reconnect with Amber and Corinne while you…still have them. 

~~ 

This is from the same scene as above, but on pages 77-78. After Hayley says that Farrah 

and Derek should fix things with their loved ones, the other two say that there’s still 

potential for her to do something back on Earth, even if Keegan is gone. They reinforce 

that she isn’t alone in this situation: 

 

HAYLEY 

Okay. Yeah. I will. For you guys. 

 (pause) 

Farrah, you should talk to them before everything gets weird… 

 

FARRAH and DEREK put their hands on HAYLEY’s shoulders, stopping her. 

 

FARRAH 

No, we’re doing this together. 

 

DEREK 

Yeah, ‘cause aren’t we like a crew or somethin’? Crewmembers shouldn’t act alone 

or for themselves. They should act together. 

 

The three then go over to the communication bank and flip some switches or press 

some buttons. They might also mime communicating down with Earth. This might 

organically create a similar stage picture to the ending of Act I, Scene I, only this time, 

HAYLEY isn’t all alone. 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 4, pages 37-38. In this part of the scene, Hayley is 

trying to defend her sense of ethics against Farrah and Derek’s wishes to cut corners and 

test Viridi Spem on Ranger. After talking about the NASA crewmember bill of rights, she 

then ups her tactics to get her point across: 

 

HAYLEY 

You see me here? See these tabs open? I’ll do it. I’ll tell NASA and GalaxyZ— 

 

FARRAH 

Will you really, Hayley? 

 (Pause) 
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I don’t know why you’re being like this or what you’re withholding from us, so are 

you really sure you’re taking the most rational course of action? 

 

Howl and violent coughing from RANGER offstage. 

 

DEREK 

If you show or tell them anything, show them all of Ranger’s blood, ‘cause it’ll be on 

their hands as well— 

 

FARRAH 

I have a better idea, Derek. But first I need to ask you this question: will the 

upcoming solar storm cut off all wireless communications completely? 

 

DEREK 

Nah, it’ll just make everything spotty. 

 

FARRAH 

Then shut it all down completely.  

 

DEREK 

You serious? 

 

HAYLEY 

Yeah, Farrah, you’re serious? 

 

 

FARRAH 

Jam the WiFi, cut some wires—whatever you have to do to put all forms of comms 

down for at least the next week or so. 

 

DEREK 

Right. 

(pulls out his phone.) 

I just gotta touch this button, and everything will be down for the next week. All of 

us will be locked out. I won’t even be given a password to put everything back 

online. 

 

HAYLEY 

What about recording what we’re doing up here? 

 

FARRAH 

The cloud storage is secondary. There’s enough hard drive space in here to store 

and then upload later. 

 

HAYLEY 

Okay, but trust me from experience: cutting ourselves off Earth can’t be good. 
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~~ 

• The Moral Conflicts of The Play: 

o Safety vs Risk 

▪ This is where the “logic” vs “emotion” is the strongest 

▪ I debated long about how to best articulate this conflict to potential 

readers, but then I realized that the best way to sum all of the moral 

conflicts in this play is under “safety vs risk”. Hayley, Derek, and 

Farrah each have their own ideas of what constitutes as “safety” 

and what constitutes as “risk”, which end up conflicting with each 

other as the play progresses. This is why I also see this conflict as 

being one of the places where the “logic” vs “emotion” dichotomy 

that I have established is the strongest. All of the characters try to 

rationalize their own codes and sets of standards, which often 

means pushing emotions away and either evading or not 

addressing them entirely. However, as information and secrets get 

revealed in the final scene of the play, the idea of “safety” 

suddenly takes on a different connotation for these characters, as it 

is revealed to come from a place of irrational fear rather than from 

a place of genuine caution, irrational fear that has distorted their 

individual senses of logic and reality. This is revealed by the 

computer in Act 2, Scene 2, who plays it “safe” by being purely 

literal and logical in how it interprets the needs of the crew. It is a 

“risk” to the security of Hayley, Farrah, and Derek, but is a risk 
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they must confront as the computer’s monitoring of their health 

and hormone levels betrays how they’re really feeling and how 

they’re perceiving their situation. Because of this, I feel this is one 

of the most crucial conflicts of the play, as its existence calls on an 

audience to judge what the right balance of safety and risk should 

be for themselves. Hayley and Derek did not take risks on their 

loved ones, which ended up especially hurting Hayley in the end 

since Keegan has now passed on. Farrah didn’t take the risk of 

putting love above capitalistic gain, which can also be seen as her 

not being safe and not her not taking enough risk. Just as Keegan’s 

nickname for Hayley is “Big Brain” and Derek later tells her she 

has a “Big Heart”, I feel that this is the “Big Brain vs Big Heart” 

conflict. 

▪ To help with understanding more about how this conflict pervades 

the script, I’ve broken down what I perceived as “safe” and “risky” 

for Hayley, Farrah, and Derek and why I think the characters feel 

that way. 

• Hayley:  

o Safe: 

▪ Her sense of ethics—adhering to protocol, 

being cautious and strictly by-the-book—

which she feels makes up for and can shield 

her from what she did to Keegan back on 
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Earth; running away either literally or 

figuratively from hard feelings and danger; 

duties as a crewmember; using work (either 

as a NASA intern or on this mission) as a 

shield against these negative emotions 

o Risky: 

▪ Duties as a sibling—staying strong even in 

the hardest times; cutting corners, even if it 

might result in the greater good; saying “I 

love you”, as it could be representative of 

the final goodbye; listening and opening up 

to Keegan, as she would have to admit her 

mistakes 

• Farrah: 

o Safe: 

▪ Going back to toxic jobs with Luna 

Johansson—gives her money for Corinne, 

and their daughter and grandchildren; her 

security in her position as mission leader; 

her ambition—it’s given her many successes 

and accolades and, when it was in a more 

selfless form, it gave her the love of 
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Corinne; killing Ranger, as it will protect her 

reputation as a scientist 

o Risky: 

▪ Experimenting with Viridi Spem—she thinks 

it’s a good risk, but the fact that her 

hallucination of Corinne is trying to 

convince her otherwise shows that there’s a 

part of her who knows that there is risk to 

this situation; her past with A-Pharm—

represents the cutting of corners that she 

does with Viridi Spem that she thinks is 

justifiable; saying “I love you” and being 

fully attentive to Corinne’s needs is a risk to 

her ambition as she feels it lacks reason and 

will get in the way of her work. 

• Derek: 

o Safe: Wanting to keep Ranger alive, as he is his best 

buddy; keeping his feelings guarded close to his 

chest so he doesn’t get hurt; giving control over to 

Farrah, as he feels she agrees with him about what’s 

best for Ranger. 

o Risky: 
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▪ Saying “I love you”—with Ranger, after he 

says that, the dog’s condition starts to 

suddenly, severely deteriorate, so the phrase 

is associated with death, and with Amber, 

that can lead him to open a Pandora’s Box 

of anxieties and fears he has regarding 

relationships, particularly Amber not 

genuinely loving him back 

▪ Word counts I feel should be of note based on the above. In this 

script there are: 

• Twenty-six instances of the word “love” 

• Seven instances of variations on the word “abandon” 

• Fifteen instances of “leave” or “left” 

• Eight instances of “safe” or “safety” 

• Four instances of “risk” 

• Five instances of the word “protocol” 

• Seven instances of variations on the word “emotion”, 

mostly used in a negative context. Characters trying to put 

up a shield to safeguard against their emotions. Feeling 

certain emotions like love or grief is seen as a major risk. 

o Below, you will find some excerpts from the play that I feel show this 

conflict in action. 

~~ 
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This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 1, pages 10-11. At this point in the play, Hayley is 

trying to make her argument to Keegan that testing shouldn’t go forward yet on Viridi 

Spem. Some lines from other sections are repeated here for context: 

HAYLEY 

You understand why there’s no other way to approach this. 

 

KEEGAN 

I guess I do and I don’t, because the real me sure as hell wouldn’t get it. 

 

HAYLEY 

I can’t let my emotions get the better of me again. 

 

KEEGAN 

What you did then—those were ‘cause of negative emotions—hate, anger. Can’t you 

see this would be out of love? 

 

HAYLEY 

Me wanting to protect you is out of love too… 

 

KEEGAN 

Listen: my odds now are that I’ll die either way, so you gotta try. 

 

HAYLEY 

Courageous Keegan— 

 

KEEGAN 

Exactly! And it can be Courageous Hayley too, even if that doesn’t rhyme— 

 

HAYLEY 

Well, it’s one thing when mom said that ‘cause of the Canobie magician; it’s another 

thing when you’re trying to use that name to promote being reckless. 

 

KEEGAN 

If I’m being reckless, then there’s a part of you that wants to be reckless too. 

 (Pause) 

Unlock Viridi Spem’s full potential. Do it for me, Hayley. 

 

HAYLEY 

No, Keegan. Something will go wrong. There are protocols in place set by NASA 

and GalaxyZ— 

 

KEEGAN 
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You won’t make an exemption for your own fucking brother? Jesus Christ, Hayley, 

it’s one thing when you say this kind of shit to Derek, it’s another, totally fucked up 

other thing when you say it to ME! 

 

HAYLEY 

I guess I take back what I said: you wouldn’t understand why there’s no other way, 

so I shouldn’t even try anymore. 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 2, pages 16-17. At this point in the scene, Farrah is 

trying to argue with Corinne that experimenting more on Viridi Spem is the only way to 

move forward. This leads to an argument on safety, risk, and ethics that brings up a 

similar situation from Farrah’s past, as well as how her sense of ethics has changed since 

that previous situation: 

CORINNE 

You thought that when you got coerced by those bastards at A-Pharm to— 

 

FARRAH 

Oh, don’t use that. We were technically not in the wrong there— 

 

CORINNE 

You illegally tested an HIV vaccine on animals— 

 

FARRAH 

Luna got us off scot-free. 

 

CORINNE 

You know, I just don’t understand how people like her can just weasel their way out 

of responsibility and corrupt those around them while still maintaining a clear 

conscience. I mean, you’re not like that, Farrah. I know you’re not. Otherwise, why 

did you eventually feel the need to tell me what you had done there? 

 

FARRAH 

I shouldn’t have. 

 

CORINNE 

You knew it was wrong. You didn’t sleep or eat for weeks. Monique saw her mother 

become a zombie. Are you really going to fully revert back into that state again? 

 

FARRAH 

I have to seize this moment. 
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~~ 

A continuation of the previous example, this time on pages 18-19, this excerpt sees 

Corinne use Hayley’s differing ideas on ethics, safety, and risk in order to try to get 

through to her: 

FARRAH 

Home, now? That’s what you want, isn’t it? 

 (Pause) 

I’ve had a lot of time to think, to reevaluate things—Being a responsible scientist, 

where was that getting me? Fucking nowhere. 

 

CORINNE 

Hayley’s always been a responsible scientist, never got wrapped up in anything like 

you and Luna did at A-Pharm. She even seems to be on the fast track to becoming a 

Nobel Prize winner— 

 

FARRAH 

Sure, but— 

 

CORINNE 

The first thing she does when she discovers something is think about how she can 

share what she has with everyone, not her own personal gain. She’s a lot like you 

used to be.  

 

FARRAH 

Do not compare— 

 

CORINNE 

Of course, that, on top of her being responsible, would put her at odds with your 

goal of overtaking Luna. 

 

FARRAH 

I— 

CORINNE 

That’s why you talked to Derek about experimenting with Viridi Spem on Ranger 

behind her back, right? 

~~ 

This excerpt, which includes multiple instances of repeated lines for clarity and context, 

is in Act 1, Scene 4, pages 34-37. In this section of the scene, Hayley is continuing to 
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make her argument that she’s made before to Derek, and everyone is using their own 

system of safety and risk in order to justify their opinions on how to move forward: 

HAYLEY 

So you’re telling me you’re still not bothered by the possibility of doing the wrong 

thing, of potentially killing an innocent life— 

 

DEREK 

He could die either way here, but at least if you do something now, he could have a 

chance. I mean, there could be hundreds—millions—billions of people you could be 

killing by not doing anything here right now, and you wouldn’t even know it! 

Keegan could be one of them! Doesn’t that bother you? 

 

HAYLEY 

What bothers me is if we take things too fast here. 

 

DEREK 

But you and Farrah are smart here. You won’t let that happen. 

 

HAYLEY 

But the joint NASA/GalaxyZ protocol states— 

 

 

DEREK 

Fuck the protocol! I bet if those guys had an opportunity like this, they would 

understand. Am I wrong? 

 

FARRAH 

I know many people who would do anything to be in our shoes right now, Hayley, 

and would not hesitate to move forward— 

 

DEREK 

There ya go— 

 

FARRAH 

And because of that, I worked my ass off training you, advocating for you so that 

you would end up here. 

(Crossing to HAYLEY) 

I hope you haven’t been taking advantage of the kindness I extended towards you as 

your mentor this whole time. 

 

HAYLEY 

Farrah, I wouldn’t— 

 

FARRAH 
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Because then I would be very disappointed in you. After all I’ve done for you, you 

would just stop, throw it all away? 

 

HAYLEY 

I remember on Earth you wouldn’t push me beyond my limits. 

 

FARRAH 

Out of respect for you and your boundaries as a student. But acting like this now 

really could be a hindrance to this mission— 

 

DEREK 

You just want to do the bare minimum to get recognized. 

 

HAYLEY 

What? 

 

DEREK 

That’s it, isn’t it? You just wanted to be on Mars so you could shove it in people’s 

faces, like “oh my god I’m on Mars, your life on Earth is such shit.” 

 

HAYLEY 

That’s not it at all— 

 

 

DEREK 

You’re a shit scientist and just wanted to do the bare minimum to get praised and 

rewarded, so you hit all the buzz words and did all the right things so you could get 

up here. This whole “doing the right thing vs doing the wrong thing” you’re putting 

on is bullshit. You’re just playing things out until we’re back down on Earth in 

another year or so, when you can add another shiny achievement onto your resume. 

Well, I want to be more than that. Unlike you, I had to genuinely fight for my place 

up here. No one helped me—no offense, Farrah— 

 

FARRAH 

None taken. I didn’t have anybody when I first tried to put myself out in the 

industry. 

 

DEREK 

We love a self-made woman. 

 (Looking towards the window pointing to Earth) 

Anyway, I just didn’t want to be stuck doing maintenance work back on a planet 

where everybody shit on me and my job, and Ranger’s treatment was starting to get 

expensive. When I heard I could bring him up here as an emotional support animal 

and get free treatment for him in return for “commendable service to NASA and 

GalaxyZ”, I knew I had to take this opportunity to save the only friend I have left. I 
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mean, you guys were being advertised as “the best scientist Luna has ever known” 

and “the most promising mentee NASA or GalaxyZ have ever seen”. 

 (Looking at Dr. Snugglepuss) 

I second Farrah: I’m also disappointed, Hayley. I mean, I bet you don’t know what 

it’s like to be at risk of losing your best friend! 

 

HAYLEY 

You don’t know me, Derek. You don’t know what I’ve already lost, and what I’m 

afraid of losing. 

 

DEREK 

You say shit like that, and yet you’re still being so selfish. That’s what I get for 

trusting the wrong people. And here I thought when I met her during the chemistry 

sessions for potential crewmembers, Nicole Nepotism was the one who would be like 

this. I actually think she would jump on the bandwagon here and do a better job— 

 

HAYLEY 

Don’t fucking compare me to Nicole! 

 

DEREK 

What, did I hit a nerve? 

 

FARRAH 

Hayley, if you’re going to get all worked up, you’re in no position to give any valid 

say in how we proceed here. 

 

DEREK 

I thought scientists weren’t supposed to be biased— 

 

HAYLEY 

I am not biased, and I will invoke Article Nineteen of the NASA Crewmember Bill 

of Rights if you keep on doing this to me. 

 

DEREK 

I dunno which one that is— 

 

HAYLEY 

“If any crewmember has probable cause that the mission leader is encouraging 

safety risks as a result of deviating from the standard protocols, said person(s) have 

a right to seek permission to override such leaders from NASA or GalaxyZ.” 

~~ 
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This excerpt is from Act 1, Scene 5, pages 42-43. In this part of the scene, Keegan is 

trying to convince Hayley that she can no longer afford to be passive her current 

situation, as it might harm her more in the long run: 

HAYLEY 

Are you making this about Viridi Spem again? I just wanna know— 

 

KEEGAN 

Forget Viridi Spem. I’m not going to try to change your mind on that anymore. But 

think about what Farrah is doing, either ethically or how she just brushed you off 

earlier, and how you’re just sitting here. Wasn’t it mom who told us “well-behaved 

women seldom make history”? 

 

HAYLEY 

Yeah— 

 

KEEGAN 

Well, do you want to make your mark like I have in our world, or just sit there and 

make no waves, live under the illusion that you did the right thing while history 

forgets you, or, worse yet, associates you with something horrible? 

 

HAYLEY 

I want to make my mark, but— 

KEEGAN 

This could be your chance to make up for Russ.  

 

HAYLEY 

I can’t make up for what I did to Russ. Now I know that no matter what I do here, I 

can’t make up for that! 

 

KEEGAN 

Yes you can. You don’t have to let two dogs die on your watch. Er, rather, 

depending on what happens, you don’t have to let two dogs die in vain on your 

watch. You know what, here— 

 (take VR helmet off) 

Listen, look at me: Stick to those ethical principles you used in your arguments with 

Derek and Farrah. It’s time to stand up. You can’t roll back time with a simple 

keyboard command like in here, so don’t make it so you look back on right now and 

regret it. 

 

HAYLEY 

You think I can do this, Keegs? 

 

KEEGAN 
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If I think you can, there’s a small part of you who thinks you can too. You know 

you’ve exhausted all your other options. 

~~ 

This excerpt is from Act 2, Scene 2, pages 65-66, with some overlap from previous 

examples. In this part of the scene, Derek is trying to rationalize his relationship with 

Amber as Farrah deflects any slander against her relationship with Corinne and Hayley 

tries to remove herself from the conversation entirely by focusing on fixing the station 

communications: 

DEREK 

Well, I’m not a scientist like you and Hayley, but I got my own method by my side. 

 

FARRAH 

Really? 

 

DEREK 

Yeah. See, I have really good gut instincts and can actually read a room— 

 

FARRAH 

That’s not infallible— 

 

DEREK 

Well, I’m rarely wrong— 

 

FARRAH 

That implies that you are sometimes wrong— 

 

DEREK 

You’re in no place to judge. I think I heard you mutter the same thing to yourself 

earlier, right before you jabbed Ranger. 

 

FARRAH 

You didn’t hear anything— 

 

DEREK 

Do you apply your “infallible” method to your relationships too? ‘Cause the way I 

see it, I’m not the one in the middle of a divorce! So I’m not as bad as you. Your 

failed relationship is worse than mine. 

 

FARRAH 

At least I had a relationship. 
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HAYLEY 

You both are acting like kids right now! 

 

DEREK 

I’m a fully-functioning adult— 

 

FARRAH 

Who can’t even communicate his feelings clearly to his own girlfriend! 

 (pause) 

You’re just scared. 

 

DEREK 

Maybe I was scared then. You wanna know why? Because I was afraid that I 

wouldn’t be able to maintain a real relationship. That this whole time, Amber and I 

were only together because she thought she could fix me, turn me into her better 

half. Were you Corinne’s better half? 

 

FARRAH 

I wasn’t satisfied being someone’s half. I wanted to be the whole. 

 

DEREK 

I couldn’t even be the half. 

 

~End of Given Circumstances Examples~ 

“Etudes” and How They Influenced My Writing: 

Whether indirectly through his notes or directly through leading me towards the book 

Playwriting in Process: Thinking and Working Theatrically by Michael Wright, Bill 

always led me back to various kinds of “etudes”. In playwriting, “etudes” are writing 

exercises rooted in dramatic theory that are meant to stimulate creativity and one’s sense 

of exploration. One particular etude I thrived well with was the prop etude. I feel that this 

is because a prop simply being there in a scene and handled by a certain character can 

spark all kinds of metaphorical ideas and implications, and I just love working with 

metaphor in general. Whenever Bill gave me the note to focus on a prop in any given 

scene, I felt that my writing became better. From using stuffed toys such as a Baby Yoda 
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Build-A-Bear or a stuffed bear Derek calls Dr. Snugglepuss to succulents and phones that 

hold all the power, I just wrote under the idea that “the use of the prop gives expression 

to the scene”, and that I will “reconsider the character through this prop” (Wright 88). 

Workshop/Production Notes: 

During the spring semester, I was fortunate to have The Intersection of The Head and The 

Heart put on by Student Theatre Ensemble (STE) as a staged reading. In a staged 

reading, design elements tend to be minimal, and the actors are allowed to have scripts in 

hand, so they don’t have to worry about being fully memorized. Staged readings are a 

chance for a playwright to really hear the words aloud to see if everything is coherent and 

makes sense. The performances for this staged reading were Tuesday, April 19th, 2022 

and Wednesday, April 20th, 2022 in the Metro Room in Ellison Campus Center. The 

director was Amanda (Mandi) Clifford, and the following people made up the cast: 

• Taylor Willis in the role of Hayley 

• Djessy Kungu in the role of Keegan 

• Alyssa Fluet in the role of Farrah 

• Carmen Serrato in the roles of Corinne/Amber/Voice 

• Ryan McCarthy in the role of Derek 

• Margaret Gould in the role of Ranger 

I am eternally grateful for this process and everyone involved in it, as it allowed me to 

hear my words aloud and make discoveries about my own writing that I never thought of 

on my own. For example, I got to see comedic elements that I didn’t think existed as I 

was in the middle of writing, and that was all thanks to the talented director and actors 

whom I got to work with. I also got very positive and helpful feedback from audience 
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members during this performance, with a few people commenting on the appropriateness 

of the play’s title. These people felt that they could see that “intersection” in the action of 

the play.  The only critical feedback I received were from people who had wished I 

hadn’t killed off Ranger. Overall, this process reminded me that theatre does not exist in 

a vacuum, and it also reminded me of why I wanted to be in this field to begin with. I 

made people feel feelings and think thoughts that I think are important to consider in the 

times we live in, and I was just grateful overall to hear my voice get heard through these 

performances. For more information on this production, Appendix C includes screenshots 

of a taping of this production on Wednesday, April 20th, 2022, as well as scans of the 

program. A link to this taping is included as well, and will be available indefinitely if and 

until I get this play published. 
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Thematic Analysis/How Does This Play Relate to The Greater Human 

Experience? 

When I first set about trying to figure out what this project was going to be about, I 

thought back to my life experiences and how people perceived me, which made me think 

about logic and emotion. Through various meetings with my advisor and discussions in 

the Honors Seminar I class, I realized that I wanted to refine my project goal to be about 

finding an intersection between these qualities. Everything in the previous sections is 

meant to build up to this. 

 

The intersection of “logic” and “emotionality”: 

• Can it happen? 

o When I first thought of this idea when conceptualizing this thesis, I 

thought there would be a clear-cut answer. However, as I got closer and 

closer to finishing the play, I realized that this is a very subjective question 

that cannot necessarily have a clear, definitive answer like one would 

come to expect in other kinds of academic projects. I believe that the play 

calls on an audience to closely follow Hayley’s personal journey or 

character arc in order to figure out the answer for themselves. However, 

considering how much damage Hayley did by rationalizing her actions and 

sticking to a strict, yet inconsistent, code of conduct and ethics, I feel that 

this play argues for a balance of emotion and being more open and 

nuanced. In the end, one side should not be allowed to overtake the other, 

and Derek and Farrah essentially tell Hayley that she should try again with 

this mindset when she returns to Earth. Hayley was keeping the negative 

emotions regarding Keegan’s deteriorating health inside of her, and then 

they came out right before she left him, as well as in certain key words and 

phrases Derek and Farrah say. In a similar way, if Derek had risked having 
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a little faith in Amber and Farrah hadn’t let her ambition consume her, the 

conflicts and aftermath of the play’s action probably wouldn’t have 

happened. At the same time, it had to happen so that these characters 

could experience growth. They couldn’t let their baggage weigh 

themselves down any longer. 

• Did my play achieve a clear portrayal of this intersection through the actions of 

the characters, or does it call on the audience to figure it out? 

o I believe the answer to this question is subject to interpretations of 

individual actors and directors, but I feel it was achieved in the staged 

reading I had. As long as a clear interpretation of the source material (the 

play) is managed, I think an audience can draw an accurate conclusion. 

Isolation, Greed, and Ethics: The Start of Further Thematic Exploration: 

• When I was fleshing out the “logic” vs “emotion” dichotomy with Bill, we 

discussed some words that we could use to further subdivide “logic” and 

“emotion”. These words would then, in turn, always be in the back of my mind as 

I wrote my play so that way they would always be at the forefront of an 

audience’s mind as they watched the finished product. At first, I started with the 

three words above: isolation, greed, and ethics. Later on, Bill and I realized that in 

order to fit better with “logic” and “emotion”, we would actually start off with 

two words: thoughts and feelings. We then subdivided “thoughts” and “feelings” 

into isolation, success, and duty for the thoughts (which could also be seen as 

ideas) and loneliness, ambition, and sympathy for the feelings. 
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• I think out of all the “given circumstances” in this play, the conflict that best 

reflects the divisions and intersections between these two categories is “Safety vs 

Risk”. The thoughts or ideas of isolation, success, and duty were seen as “safe” to 

Hayley, Farrah, and Derek. For all three characters, relative isolation on Mars 

kept them from facing what they had done back on Earth. Hayley didn’t have to 

fully acknowledge how she had abandoned Keegan or the fact that he had died in 

her absence and Farrah could just focus on her work. However, none of the 

characters can probably relate to isolation being safe for them as Derek can. By 

isolating himself with only Ranger and occasionally Farrah and Hayley, Derek 

didn’t have to confront the idea of Amber potentially letting him down or taking 

advantage of him, For Farrah, the idea of success gave her a sense of security for 

herself and her family. She also used success as a justification for her past with 

Luna Johansson, as well as how she had been treating Corinne back on Earth. 

Despite Corinne wanting to file for divorce, Farrah thought sticking on the path to 

success would win her back. For Hayley, her sense of duty relating to protocol 

and medical ethics were a shield against what she had done to Keegan, and it gave 

her a sense of purpose. 

• Despite developing a clear rationale for sticking to these thoughts and ideas for 

their own protection and sanity, all three of these characters just slowly brought 

their deep-set emotions bubbling to the surface, both figuratively and literally. 

This is especially when the logical computer in the VR room, playing it “safe” in 

its own way, brings everything out into the open. Emotions, originally believed to 

be sources of risk or harm in Act 1, were eventually shown to be the “safe”, 
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correct route that would allow for personal growth. For Farrah, intense feelings of 

ambition ended up being what damaged her relationship with Corinne, but it was 

through taking that ambition to the point of being willing to kill to cover up her 

mistakes that made her forced to realize her wrongdoings. The ambition had 

consumed her, much like how she had hallucinated a blob of Viridi Spem 

consuming Corinne in Act 1, Scene 2. The entire time, the part of Corinne in 

Farrah’s mind was trying to help her curb those feelings. This feeling is probably 

the only one that is seen as negative for the entire play, as both Derek and Hayley 

see its negative effects on Farrah. At the same time, like the other emotions and 

feelings, confronting the effects this ambition had on others allowed Farrah to 

grow. For Hayley, feeling a sense of sympathy that isn’t objective in nature would 

just remind her of the lack of sympathy and empathy she felt for Keegan the last 

time she saw him. Whenever Keegan came back, he would try to elicit those 

feelings in her, but it wasn’t until she was forced to reveal to the others that he 

had died that she finally faced those feelings head-on. In a similar way, feeling 

sympathy for Ranger in the way Derek did would just remind her of how she 

abandoned Russ, so this feeling is generally one she wants to avoid. Finally, none 

of the characters wanted to admit that they were actually lonely because of what 

they had done on Earth. Even with each other, the time they spent in their 

respective private spaces was starting to take a toll on them, and this loneliness 

manifested itself in the hallucinations of their loved ones, especially when 

everyone perceived Ranger changing into a monster. Slowly but surely over the 

course of the play, the loneliness haunts them to the point where they’re forced to 
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admit their mistakes. This is for Derek especially, as he would rather say that his 

trust issues are protective for him than admit that he’s actually lonely and can’t be 

alone with his own thoughts, with the “monster” Ranger being representative of 

these true feelings rearing their ugly heads. In the end, every character realizes 

that they have to confront and feel risky or hurt feelings in order to grow and find 

peace. 

How can this play potentially shape an audience’s perspective on these things, and 

how can these human conflicts reflect the logic/emotion dichotomy above? 

• I think the way an audience’s perspective on these things, including the 

dichotomy above, can be shaped can be summarized in these sentences: Think 

twice before you rationalize your life choices and suppress your feelings. Find an 

equal balance that’s right for your given situation so that you don’t end up hurting 

your loved ones. Alternatively, humans are not computers, but that doesn’t mean 

you have to necessarily cut logic out of your life entirely. 

• As mentioned above, for the most part, sticking to thoughts or “logic” ended up 

hurting Hayley, Farrah, and Derek in the end. I think something else important to 

note when thinking about how this play can shape an audience’s thoughts is the 

ending of the play. It has a very neutral ending. There’s hope for Derek, Farrah, 

and maybe even Hayley, but it came at the cost of Keegan and Ranger’s lives. 

Although some audience members were not a fan of the idea, I feel that Ranger 

had to die in order for the message regarding these thoughts and emotions could 

come through. People have such a sympathetic relationship with animals 

nowadays, so even thought I myself fought with the idea of killing off Ranger, I 
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knew it had to be done. Tying back to the dichotomy of logic and emotion, I hope 

it helps make people think about why we sometimes value animals more than 

humans. Just as Derek had to learn, we have to realize that there are other humans 

around us who care about us. We just have to take a chance and stop rationalizing 

loneliness by creating a skewed, limited form of logic. 
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Personal Reflection: 

Academic/Artistic Growth: 

 This reflection stems from a combination of looking at various other honors 

theatre students’ projects, as well as my own self-reflection. Since people make certain 

assumption of the skills I theatre major has, I feel that it is important for both myself and 

others to lay out the inherent value my degree and experiences here at Salem State have 

given me. I feel that, in a way, this will also help a reader understand me more as a 

playwright when they look at this or any future works. Skills I feel I’ve gained include: 

• From Theatre Classes/Production Work: 

o Acting/Improvisation skills 

o Memorization skills 

o Basic carpentry skills 

o Basic sewing skills 

o Creative writing skills 

o Presentation/oral communication skills 

o Written communication skills 

▪ Either from response papers for my theatre classes, my plays, or in 

the English support courses (see below) 

o Creative problem solving 

o Ability to give critical analysis of plays that goes beyond what you would 

do in an English class 

▪ From what I’ve done with my own play above to the various plays 

I’ve read these past four years, analyzing a play as a theatre major 
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is done under the impression of visualizing an eventual 

performance. Because of that, this kind of analysis is very much in 

the present and looking towards the future, as opposed to just 

reflecting on the past like with what might be done in an English 

class. 

o Being able to visualize the big picture: 

▪ In both directing and playwriting classes and projects, I’ve been 

called upon to look at the entirety of the project I’m 

conceptualizing or producing, as opposed to focusing only on a 

section of it, such as an actor or designer would do. 

o Designing skills: 

▪ From my design class: costume, scenic, sound, and lighting. 

o Basic sound editing with Audacity software 

▪ For one of my Theatre History classes, I had to make podcasts 

relating to the plays I read. This made me become well-versed and 

interested in learning more about sound editing through Audacity. 

o Basic video editing: 

▪ When the university went fully remote in the Spring 2022 

semester, a directing class I was in had the final changed to be a 

video-recorded performance. Because of this, I became well-

versed in VideoPad Video Editor, and I took those skills into other 

classes and hobbies I want to do on the side. 
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o Ability to collaborate with folks from backgrounds both similar to and 

different from my own 

o Ability to give constructive feedback 

▪ From the acting classes to the playwriting and directing classes, I 

was often given the task to give my peers thoughtful feedback in 

order for them to better their own work. 

o Empathy 

▪ Either from embodying a character in acting classes or writing my 

characters here. 

o Interfacing with the public 

▪ Whether doing a lobby display and a talkback for one of the shows 

I worked on, helping out during Open Houses and Accepted 

Students Days, or through my work as the Assistant House 

Manager leading all of the ushers my senior year, I was thrusted 

into situations where I had to deal with various kinds of people and 

answer various questions they had about performances and the 

theatre program at large. 

• From General Education Classes/Support Courses from the English Department:  

o Becoming a more well-rounded person/theatre artist 

▪ I readily absorbed information from my general education classes. 

Although I can’t remember what I gained from each individual 

class and how it may have impacted my play, I do remember this: 
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• The Honors Philosophy course I took, Special Topics in 

Ethics, helped me in understanding different ways people 

can think. It helped in conceptualizing the different sets of 

reasoning for Viridi Spem with Farrah and Hayley, but it 

also made me think and reconsider my own sets of morals 

and ethics. 

o Written communication skills 

▪ As mentioned above, I had English support courses that I had to 

take alongside my theatre courses. Many of these were writing-

intensive and expanded my skills in essay writing and analysis. 

o Screenwriting skills 

▪ One of my English support courses was a screenwriting course, so 

I feel pretty well-rounded in both playwriting and writing for 

television and film. 

Personal Growth: 

This section comes from a reflection on my experiences both inside and outside of the 

classroom. Although much of this reflection may seem to be coming from this year alone, 

it is actually coming as a result of a culmination of everything I’ve experienced these past 

four years. Some things I’ve felt I’ve learned are: 

• Take more risks 

o This probably sounds a lot like what I said about my characters 

above, but it’s true. Too often I played it safe because I felt I would 

get hurt in various ways, and this feeling only got amplified 
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because of the pandemic lockdown, leaving me alone with my 

negative thoughts. Now, coming out of college, I want to try all the 

new things I meant to do two years ago. I thank Bill for guiding me 

to explore this conflict, as I feel it has guided me onto the path of 

self-improvement. I will face my feelings instead of shielding 

myself from them, creating a more equal balance with my logical 

side. 

• Trust 

o An extension on the fact I’ve learned to take more risk, I 

particularly learned that I have to take more risks when it comes to 

trust. Even with people I do trust, such as those involved with the 

staged reading, I still have trust issues where I feel others are going 

to betray me or harm me in the end, as I’ve discussed in my 

biographical section. However, I feel that because of this process, 

I’ve made some headway towards self-improvement.  

• Putting myself first 

o Advocating for myself or ideas and plans I feel strongly about has 

always been something I struggled with, especially if I feel that I 

have no one to back me up. However, after fighting to get my 

staged reading for my play, I feel slightly more empowered to put 

myself first in other situations I may come across. 

• Resilience 
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o While I generally have always seen myself as a resilient and self-

motivated person, the circumstances surrounding writing this play 

and having it produced definitely tested my tenacity. Often, I found 

myself ruminating in negative intrusive thoughts brought about by 

my OCD that made me question if any of this was even worth the 

feelings of loneliness and abandonment I felt during the process. I 

often brought up these feelings with Bill, and we would discuss 

how I cannot continue into this business if I keep on letting 

feelings like these bother me. At the same time, Bill was very 

sympathetic and reminded me to “play” and have fun during the 

process, which sometimes helped me in my darkest moments. If it 

hadn’t been for him, I don’t think I’d be writing up this process 

journal right now. I will definitely take his advice with me into the 

future. 

 

Looking back on everything I’ve written here, I realize how brave I am to be candid 

about myself and my process. I think between my academic/artistic growth and my 

personal growth, I am ready to head out into the “real” world, instead of staying stuck in 

the past and any toxic habits I had of comforting myself, much like my characters here 

did. Amidst the hurt I may have experienced, I feel that everything that has happened to 

me was of some greater benefit. I know what I have to do now. So with my logic hand-in-

hand with my emotion, I continue forward into the future. I think it looks very bright. 
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Appendices 

 Here, you will find the extraneous materials I refer to throughout this journal. If 

you have any further questions on these or any of the previous materials, feel free to get 

my contact information from the alumni office and reach out to me. I would love to talk 

in order to clarify and give more insight into this process. 

 

Appendix A: Selected Scans from Bill Meeting Notes 

 

 Below, you will find a selection of scans from the notebook I used while meeting 

with my advisor, Bill. There are multitudes of pages of notes that I took, so these 

selections have been chosen based on how important I feel they are to understanding how 

my mind works and my process. Some pages have also been omitted due to repetition or 

for clarity. Something to be note of here is that this isn’t just a regular notebook. It’s a 

Doctor Who planner that my dad gave me in the hopes of helping me jot down ideas. I 

hope that these selections give you clarification on certain ideas, or at least are enjoyable 

to read: 
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These notes are from 10/7/20 and 10/14/20. A “jury” is an evaluation by theatre faculty 

each semester in order to stay in the Bachelor of Fine Arts program, so this is one of the 

few occasions where I received feedback from faculty other than Bill. Early on, I had a 

fairly good idea of what I wanted Hayley and Farrah to be like as characters, but this was 

a moment where I was still figuring out Ranger’s relationship to the other characters. It 

was also at this moment that I was still trying to figure out how to employ dramatic irony 

in terms of testing Viridi Spem. I wasn’t sure who was in on what was really going on and 

when. Eventually, some of these notes and the scene I made out of them became the basis 

for the previously-had argument that Hayley and Derek had that is mentioned in Act 1, 

Scene 4 when Ranger’s condition worsens. 

 

 
 

A continuation of the 10/14/20 notes, this section describes an alternative opening scene 

where Hayley is confronting Farrah on going ahead on experimenting with Ranger. 

Originally play was going to have its stakes revolve around a presentation to NASA, 

GalaxyZ, and Luna Johansson. I also had notes about how Ranger’s relationship is to 

everyone, as well as laying into subtext and possibly satirizing Star Trek. 
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These notes from 11/12/20 describe how I used my Honors Ethics class to think about 

Farrah and Hayley’s respective sets of ethics, with Farrah being based in Kantian ethics 

and Hayley being either a utilitarian or a virtue ethicist. I also was considering having this 

conflict revolve around “deviating from the prime directive”. At this point in time, I was 

also considering having Ranger not be sick with bone cancer but instead have him sustain 

an injury on the station (I never really fully conceptualized why a dog would be on the 

station so I never followed through on this). Also at this point in time, I thought Farrah 

would also have some sort of sickness or ailment and end up testing Viridi Spem on 

herself to ultimately disastrous results, but Bill and I ultimately decided to cut that as we 

felt that having Ranger, Keegan, and Farrah sick or injured would be too many people 

being sick. Key phrases that I feel jump out on this section are “don’t emotionalize 

decision” and “must do experiment”. 
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This note from 1/27/21 includes a note that relates back to what I was saying about 

etudes: “Keep Farrah actively engaged in the extracting work. Have audience watch that 

tube”. At this point in the process, I was still having Hayley be willfully ignorant of 

Farrah and Derek discussing using Viridi Spem on Ranger. Other key ideas from this 

section “No forward motion means wrong idea” and “Hayley’s not me?”. This is because 

at this point (as was often in this process since she’s my protagonist), I struggled with 

writing Hayley, as I saw her as too much like me. Eventually, I got over this hurdle and 

figured out how to put myself in all of my characters. 
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These notes from 2/17/21, 3/5/21, and 3/10/21 are notes I feel are really crucial in 

understanding how I fleshed out Hayley as a character. I started thinking about the first 

scene of Hayley and Keegan together, and I also thought about Hayley having the 

nickname of “Big Brain”. On 3/10, I talked to Bill about making this scene less serious. 

Originally I had it that the big prop was Keegan with a medical bracelet, but Bill wanted 

me to lay in more to the idea that it’s Keegan and Hayley’s birthdays. I remember when 

we had this meeting over Zoom, Bill had noticed my Baby Yoda Build-A-Bear on my 

bed. We talked about it, and I revealed I worked at Build-A-Bear, so Bill thought it 

would be perfect if I incorporated something about the process into this birthday scene 

for a younger Hayley and Keegan. As you can see by the number of stars I have on there, 

I was very hyped about this. Another thing of note in this scan is the fact that I also made 

a note about a “Farrah and Luna” scene. I was going to have Luna Johansson be Farrah’s 

hallucination, but this would eventually become Farrah’s first scene with Corinne. 
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These notes from 3/31/21, 4/14/21, and 4/21/21 deal with how my playwriting class 

reacted to the Hayley and Keegan scene (“The knife moment” was where I had Keegan 

threaten Hayley to see his side by suddenly brandishing a knife, which was generally 

agreed upon to be a little to violent for the final tactic of someone who was, at that 

moment, still looking like a child). The 4/14 and 4/21 notes were about the Luna and 

Farrah scene ideas that I mentioned in the previous entry. Originally in this scene, the 

blob was going to talk and be a personification of Farrah’s greed and madness. Although 

I did cut out Luna being a character and replaced her in this scene with Corinne, a lot of 

these questions I asked myself fed into the choices I made for Farrah’s character and the 

background on her relationship with Luna. Key ideas include: “Are we just bringing our 

problems to Mars? Are we overreaching what humans are supposed to do? Frankenstein? 

What are the limits?”, “Who does the ethical science? Different character? Luna is 

referenced but she’s no longer there. Her wife? Her mother? Someone she worked w/@ 

A-Pharm? This is Farrah’s conscience.” (A-Pharm was always an idea I had from the 

beginning to represent Big Pharma) 
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In this note from 4/28/21, I flesh out more regarding Corinne and Farrah’s relationship 

and how I see Farrah’s mental state. This is the first time I mention Farrah and Corinne’s 

daughter, Monique, and the idea of including her was that there would be parallels 

between her and Hayley. I also conceptualize Corinne as being like Keegan in that she 

isn’t really there with Farrah. I think a key idea to take away from this section is the note: 

“Farrah’s being overridden by her emotions? But intellect—we can think ourselves into 

insanity” 
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In these notes from 5/5/21 and 6/22/21, I took notes from Bill on how to make Farrah 

more detached from her emotions, with Bill citing Desdemona’s death scene from 

Othello. This would be in reference to the “emotion/logic dichotomy”. The 6/22/21 notes 

are for a potential idea I had for Act 1, Scene 4 in which testing would already start on 

Ranger. This would change from the lab into Hayley’s room in the final version of the 

scene. The parts that essentially stayed the same were Ranger’s condition suddenly 

worsening and Derek confronting Hayley. 
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In these notes from 7/1/21 and 7/27/21, I was figuring out what I thought the ordering of 

scenes should be. The “moral dilemma” surrounding Keegan would be used in Act 1, 

Scene 1 and Act 1, Scene 4. In this original version, Farrah would confront Hayley in a 

more intimate setting without Derek. Key phrases include: “Overcome the Kayli’s” (a 

note to myself in reference to how I saw my relationship with a childhood bully) and 

“Everybody’s gonna stumble, everybody’s gonna do something wrong”. 
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In this note from 8/20/21, I laid out a scene that was ultimately discarded about Hayley 

being concerned about her mental health and hallucinations. She would confide in Farrah, 

which Farrah would use to her advantage. Farrah would subtly manipulate Hayley and 

take advantage of her concern to meet her objective of testing on Ranger. Key idea: “In 

moments of weakness, people make mistakes”. 
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In these notes from 9/2/21 and 9/3/21, I focus on editing for content and clarity, as well 

as changing scenes so there’s forward action (scenes feeding into subsequent scenes). 

The 9/3/21 note about “they argued ‘yesterday’ about ethics of testing” is the basis for the 

final version of Act 1, Scene 4. At this point in the process, I still thought Hayley would 

willing (or unwillingly) work with Farrah as opposed to letting herself become isolated in 

her room. I was also thinking about Ranger coughing up blood at the end of Derek’s 

scene, as well as trying to figure out what Hayley’s secret would be. Key idea: “Follow 

the characters’ kind hearts”. 
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In this continuation of notes from 9/3/21, as well as notes from 9/16/21, I was trying to 

figure out what Hayley’s big secret would be to be revealed later on in the play. Most of 

my ideas revolved around Hayley killing someone (which ended up not being the case). 

The wildest idea I think I had was that Hayley killed Russ in order to succeed at her co-

op with NASA. I got too hung up on this secret, however, and I eventually discarded this 

as Hayley’s secret. I also fixed the endings of Hayley and Farrah’s scenes so they would 

make sense. This was also one of the many times where I made note of Bill’s confusion 

as to why I stopped writing in the middle of a scene: “What I have in new scene works—

he asks me why I stopped”. 
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In these notes from 10/20/21 and 10/26/21, I lay ideas for Act 1, Scene 5. I asked many 

questions of myself regarding what these characters left behind on Earth and how they’re 

all coming to the forefront right now in this scene. Key ideas: “Hayley must be frustrated 

that she can’t act (?)”, “I’m gonna cure death”, “Corinne and the kids/grandkids are doing 

great without you!”, “Big Fire Hydrant in The Sky—Dog’s version of Heaven—he’s chill 

about it. ‘Hey look, it’s Mel the pug!’”, “Where are the other people in Derek’s life? 

Ranger’s his best friend—why?”. 
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These notes from 10/20/21 and 11/2/21 detail the rest of Act 1, Scene 5, as well as initial 

ideas for the beginning of Act 2. I originally had the idea that Corinne and Keegan were 

speaking with invisible people offstage to show that they had moved on from Farrah and 

Hayley, respectively. Bill and I also originally laid into Minecraft in that Hayley would 

have to “build” something or “create” something to fix the problem of Ranger turning 

into a monster. I also had the idea that Derek would actually lock himself in the lab in 

order to stay with Ranger. Key idea: “Think about Derek’s practicality—is he the 

‘Biggest Brain’?”. 
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In these notes from 11/9/21 and 11/16/21, I was thinking what I could put into Act 2, 

Scene 1 to make it theatrically and metaphorically interesting. Key ideas: “Everyone’s 

instinct is to close doors”, “Think of Ranger metaphorically: To Farrah: it’s her 

reputation; To Hayley: the unsolvable (unfixable) problem; To Derek: Guilt (that’s my 

dog)”, “‘Contain’ as a key word, especially for Derek”, “In the confined space, heart will 

get away from Brain”, “‘If you’re afraid of it, so is the audience”. 
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In these notes from 11/22/21 and 11/30/21, I try to establish everyone’s objective in this 

scene. Derek wants to save Ranger, Farrah wants to salvage her reputation, and Hayley 

wants to hide/stay safe. I started to think about why Hayley’s suddenly scared of Ranger 

when she appeared ready to confront the situation in the previous scene. Bill also 

suggested I bring the hallucinations back, as “my writing is better/more humanity with 

them”. 
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In these notes from 12/10/21, I laid out how Hayley would lash back at Farrah and Derek 

regarding how to handle Ranger (“toxic environments and power dynamics”). Again, I 

got the note that “Hayley isn’t me” and so I shouldn’t hold back with her lines. Key 

ideas: “Do we like dogs because we can control them? Lack of control in other aspects in 

life”, “Why are we obsessed with being in control?”, “Kick the metaphorical Ranger”, 

“What was ‘unsafe’ for Hayley back on Earth?”. 
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In these notes form 1/19/22, I tried to figure out how to feed the first scene of Act 2 into 

the next scene. I focused on images and the idea “to be safe”. I also played with 

rearranging dialogue and looking towards my dreams for inspiration. The “shipping 

container” would eventually become the VR room. The 1/27 note was a reminder for 

myself when I felt like I was really losing faith in my writing.  
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In these notes from 1/28/22 and 2/8/22, I lay out the idea of there being a shift in the 

scene in which power would transfer from Farrah to Hayley. I was drawing on real life 

inspiration for cases where I felt people were abusing their authority over others. I also 

had originally had Keegan in this scene to help Hayley fight against Farrah, but it ended 

up making the scene too cumbersome as I tried to balance all of the characters’ objectives 

at once. 
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In these notes from 2/9/22 and 2/16/22, I think about bringing back Corinne in order to 

get at Farrah’s conscience and bolster Hayley’s argument. I also talk about not giving 

“Farrah the ax”, as I originally had the idea that Farrah would resort to violence—

possibly even killing Derek—to get her point across. Key ideas: “You have control, 

you’re gonna regret it”, “Hayley ran away to avoid Keegan dying”, “Farrah ran away 

from failing marriage”, “Derek ran away cause he doesn’t know how to connect with 

other people”. 
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These notes from 2/17/22 and 2/23/22 detailed me finally making the discovery of what 

Hayley’s goal is in Act 2, Scene 1, as well as initial ideas of what the VR room scene was 

going to look like (which were ultimately scrapped due to me being too hung up on what 

the memories would be and losing the action of the plot. The only remaining bits of this 

were the inclusion of “not a valid response” in Keegan’s lines). As my protagonist, 

Hayley was a character I still often struggled on fully conceptualizing. Anything starred 

were key takeaways from Bill that I wanted to make sure I kept in mind when I wrote and 

revised. “Ranger says something to Derek in previous moment—black comedy” refers to 

what would eventually be the gross the description that I was afraid would trigger my 

harm OCD. 
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In these notes from 3/8/22 and 3/10/22, I thought more about what the VR room could be. 

Bill suggested that I think of the room as the “literal Big Brain”, as it is the nervous 

system of the station. At this point, I was also starting to think that the best twist to this 

play would be to reveal that what had happened to Ranger was a collective hallucination. 

Bill and I also thought about the crew possibly also having microchips in them like 

Ranger in order to monitor their vitals. Key idea: “deleting” being just like “killing”. 
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In these notes from 3/23/22 and 3/24/22, Bill and I talked about laying into the idea that 

the computer in the VR room takes things literally, as well as whether or not it can 

multitask effectively. Key ideas: “Keegan’s the final problem/the true antagonist”, 

“Derek’s gotta let Ranger die—Frankenstein”, “Farrah gotta accept her relationship with 

Corinne is dying”, “Run away from reality—But they can comfort each other cuz they 

had the same problem”. 
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In these notes from 3/29/22, 3/30/22, and 4/6/22, I finally made the decision that Amber 

would become a character after Bill and I discussed her introduction in the previous scene 

through Ranger’s lines. We talked about each character feeding into each other, as well as 

making the memories not all be video recordings. Key ideas: “Remember: Derek can fix 

things, but he didn’t have any faith in fixing relationship with Amber”, “Keegan has to be 

given permission to die by Hayley”, “Go for the heartstrings like in my monologue”. 
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In these final recorded notes from 4/6/22 and 4/7/22, I mostly made notes about cutting or 

editing lines, as well as getting more forceful with other lines. I genuinely can’t 

remember what happened to 4/12/22, so the feedback for that day has been lost to time. I 

had other notes for myself outside of this notebook that have unfortunately been lost due 

to being comments in old Word Doc drafts. Key ideas: “Don’t forget Hayley’s 

responses—she’s avoiding the emotion but it’s in front of her”, “Derek afraid of loss or 

hurting people? Something hard for Derek to say”, “Hayley: gotta get out ‘cause stuff’s 

getting too real”. 
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Appendix B: Some Visual Inspiration: 

 

The following are a selection of images that I occasionally took as inspiration and 

compiled in a PowerPoint for me to easily access. As my mind can go off in various 

directions when I become inspired by even the simplest things, I’ve done my best here to 

explain myself with captions: 

 

 
 

 
Above are images from Alien (1979) and 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) (“MU/TH/UR 

6000”, “Hal 9000”). These two images were in the back of my mind as inspiration for the 

VR room and the computer banks inside of it. 
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This is a random stock image I had in mind when I thought of Viridi Spem (Darkin). In 

extremely early versions of the first scene, I imagined this being in a planted when Farrah 

and Hayley would make their presentation. 

 

 
This picture of a German Shepherd is what I had in mind when I thought of Ranger being 

sick (NorthStar VETS). 
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Image I often had at the back of my mind when I thought about the overall exterior shape 

and set-up of the Martian station (Shutterstock). 

 
Original poster from The Blob (1958) (IMDb). At the end of Act 1, Scene 2, I wrote 

Farrah as vanquishing the hallucination of Corinne from her mind with a blob much like 

this blob. This blob was meant to represent her ambition. It was very easily for me to 

draw from this image visually when I wrote, as I had been exposed to this film when I 

was relatively young and have seen it multiple times.  
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Appendix C: Staged Reading Photos: 

 

Below, you’ll find screenshots that I feel best highlight each scene in the recording of the 

staged reading, along with some descriptions of the context of the scene. The black 

panels behind the actors are boards that were made by Mandi to look like space and stars. 

Following those pictures are pictures of the program for the show. The recording can be 

found at this link, which will be available until (and if) I publish this play: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acXFociM5GM 

 

 
 

Act 1, Scene 1: Keegan pleads with Hayley to research more into Viridi Spem for his 

benefit, while Hayley stands her ground. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acXFociM5GM
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Act 1, Scene 2: Corinne reading the vows Farrah said to her as one of her final tactics to 

get through to her. I loved the way Carmen and Alyssa portrayed the dynamics of this 

relationship. 

 

 
Act 1, Scene 3: Just when Derek seems ready to accept Ranger’s mortality, he starts 

coughing up blood on his stuffed bear, Dr. Snugglepuss. The ways Ryan and Margaret 

approached their roles made me make new discoveries about these characters. 
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Act 1, Scene 4: Farrah guilts Hayley for supposedly not being grateful for everything 

she’s done for her. Even though this is just a staged reading, I feel that this setup really 

portrays the current state of the power dynamics on the station well. 

 

 
 

Act 1, Scene 5: Ranger’s cells aren’t calming down after he was injected with Viridi 

Spem. This is the beginning of his transformation. Corinne is there to mock Farrah as the 

terror of failure settles into her. 
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Act 1, Scene 5: Hayley and Keegan are excited that Hayley’s door has now been 

unlocked, giving her the freedom to potentially stop Farrah. I like this bit of dramatic 

irony and how Djessy and Taylor played into it. I did not originally intend this as I wrote, 

but I loved how it’s reminiscent of the playfulness they brought to the beginning of their 

first scene. 

 

 
 

Act 2, Scene 1: This screenshot is taken from the moment Derek throws his phone to 

Hayley, transferring the power to her. I thought capturing Farrah’s incredulous reaction to 

this turn of events would be really important to showcase. 
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Act 2, Scene 2: This screenshot is taken from Amber’s monologue. At this moment, she 

is talking about Derek being possessive of Ranger. Note the sense of shame in Derek’s 

body language, which I didn’t specifically write into the script, but was a cool acting 

choice I liked from Ryan. 

 

 
 

Act 2, Scene 2: Hayley is overwhelmed as she’s trying to distract herself from Keegan’s 

VR file. She doesn’t want to face what she’s done to him, and is trying to her hardest to 

redirect her attention to her work on the communications panel. I really liked how Taylor 

portrayed Hayley’s struggle in this current moment. 
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Act 2, Scene 2: This is the final image of the play. In this moment, the crew works 

together to try to communicate back with NASA. This is after they promise each other 

that they will try to fix things as best they can back on Earth. Note how everyone looks at 

each other as if they are now equals. 

 

 

The following two pages are the program for the show: 
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